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Abstract
This deliverable provides an up-to-date summary of Social Media Filtering and Extraction in the InVID
project. The update reflects on the progress made in the past 12 months, and references all methods
and components that have been implemented and integrated into an InVID platform workflow. This
covers:
– Story Detection - an algorithm to extract distinct newsworthy stories out of a Twitter stream, label
those stories in terms of the most significant keywords that define that story, and rank those stories
by volume of social media content being generated that refers to that story.
– Social Media Extraction and Annotation - a set of components to generate story-based queries at
regular intervals on social platform APIs in order to retrieve timely and relevant video content for
those stories.
– Video Annotation - a set of components for the fragmentation of video content, the extraction of
thumbnails for videos and their fragments, and labeling of each video fragment with a set of most
representative visual concepts in that fragment.
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D2.2

Introduction

The topic of this deliverable is to outline the successful execution of the social media filtering and extraction pipeline in the InVID project according to our initial planning and prototyping and, based on internal
evaluations of the current quality of the filtered and extracted data, the formulation of planned improvements for reaching the final version of the pipeline in one year from now (to be reported in deliverable
D2.3).
The structure of the deliverable is as follows:
– Story Detection - the first section will describe our chosen technological method for extracting
stories from the social media stream, their disambiguation and relevance.
– Social Media Extraction and Annotation - the following section will describe our applied approach to
information retrieval from large scale social media sources in order to acquire newsworthy media,
as well as proposed extensions for the original metadata model.
– Video Annotation - the next section will present the development and evaluation of a service for
temporal fragmentation of user-generated videos and the conceptual annotation of those fragments.
– Outlook and Next Steps - based on the related evaluations of the above achievements, this final
section will outline proposals for further improvements to the social media filtering and extraction
pipeline and list the next steps we plan to implement those proposals in the following project year.

1.1

History of the document

Date
2017/05/19
2017/05/23
2017/06/01
2017/06/02
2017/06/14
2017/06/16
2017/06/23
2017/06/30

1.2

Version
V0.1
V0.2
V0.4
V0.6
V0.7
V0.8
V0.9
V1.0

Table 1: History of the document.
Name
Comment
L. Nixon
suggested Table of Contents
E. Apostolidis
updated Table of Contents
L. Nixon, S. Zhu
first MOD input
E. Apostolidis, F. Markatopoulou first CERTH input
L. Nixon, F. Fischer
first full content from MOD
E. Apostolidis, V. Mezaris
first full content from CERTH, sent to QA
L. Nixon
extended story detection & conclusion
L. Nixon, E. Apostolidis
complete final version

List of abbreviations
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Acronym
API
BRIEF
CCTV
DCNN
DCT
FTP
HHMM
HSV (histogram)
HTTP
IPTC
JSON
KB
MDL
MTL
MXinfAP
NEK
NEL
NER
NLP
ORB
PLK
REST
RGB (color model)
SGD
SIFT
SKB
SURF
SVM
UGC
UGV
UI
URL

2
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Table 2: Acronyms used.
Explanation
Application Programming Interface
Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features
Closed-Circuit TeleVision
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
Discrete Cosine Transform
File Transfer Protocol
Hierarchical Hidden Markov Models
Hue, Saturation, Value
HyperText Transfer Protocol
International Press Telecommunications Council
JavaScript Object Notation
Knowledge Base
Multi-Domain Learning
Multi-Task Learning
Mean eXtended inferred Average Precision
Named Entity keywords
Named Entity Linking
Named Entity Recognition
Natural Language Processing
Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF
Pyramidal Lucas-Kanade
Representational State Transfer
Red, Green, Blue
Stochastic Gradient Descent
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
Semantic Knowledge Base
Speeded Up Robust Features
Support Vector Machine
User Generated Content
User Generated Video
User Interface
Uniform Resource Locator

Story Detection

In our initial proposal we presented a conceptual workflow for ”Topic Detection”. Our goal was to automatically identify newsworthy events which could guide journalists to online media being posted in
association with that event (and which may require verification before it can be used in the professional
news cycle). We had three primary requirements to address in the InVID context, which took our work
away from the classical research activities in topic detection:
– Timeliness of detection of a new newsworthy event;
– Addressing multilinguality and alternative names in the detection approach;
– Quantifying the newsworthiness of the event as suitable for extracting eyewitness media.
Given that the results of our approach are referenced as Stories and that the InVID Dashboard
already has a model for classification of content called Topics, we have chosen to use the terminology
”Story Detection” to refer to the InVID activity of news event extraction from social media, with Topics
being used in the dashboard as an additional tool to classify those extracted news events (see later in
the section).
The next subsection reflects on how our work relates to the state of the art in the area of topic
detection. We established that social media streams, in particular Twitter, are the most effective sources
of data for this task and presented a workflow model for story detection (Fig. 1) which can be explained
in terms of the current implementation thus:
c InVID Consortium, 2017
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KB

Burst
detection

Content
Popularity

Tweets

GUI/API
Content
modeling

Clustering

Ranking
Content
Relevance

Figure 1: InVID workflow for story detection.

– Content modeling - we model each tweet as a bag of keywords based on natural language processing and we seek to perform keyword alignment based on named entity recognition;
– Clustering - we chose a community detection algorithm as a means to cluster tweets and configured our approach to better disambiguate between distinct stories and merge overlapping stories;
– Burst detection - we experimented with an alternative means of organization of stories based on
burst detection approaches to more strongly highlight recently emerged new events;
– Ranking - we explain the alternative ranking possibilities that can be provided and the use of topics
in the dashboard as an effective classification mechanism.
Furthermore, we complete this section by presenting our chosen methodology for performing an
evaluation of the story detection approach and the baseline results for the current implementation of the
pipeline.

2.1

Relation to State of the Art

News are often centered around specific events (happenings), which provide a natural way to group the
news stories (Wu, Chen, & Giles, 2015). It can be seen as a specialisation of the idea of topics, where
the topic is something happening in the physical world over a certain time period. There exist several
on-line services that mine events from news articles in different languages:
– European Media Monitor1 (Pouliquen, Steinberger, & Deguernel, 2008);
– GDELT project2 (Leetaru & Schrodt, 2013);
– Event Registry3 (Leban, Fortuna, Brank, & Grobelnik, 2014; Rupnik et al., 2015)
Recent work on breaking news detection is centered around Twitter as the major source of news
stream data. (Hu et al., 2012) confirmed ”Twitters rising potential in news reporting“ that can ”fundamentally change the way we produce, spread, and consume news“. Their analysis showed that ”the
people who broke the news were able to convince many Twitter users before confirmation came from
mass media“ using Bin Ladens death case study. Thus, it provides an evident motivation for the real-time
breaking news detection from the Twitter stream.
1 http://emm.newsbrief.eu/NewsBrief/clusteredition/en/24hrs.html
2 http://www.gdeltproject.org/
3 http://eventregistry.org
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Twitter provides location-specific trends (keywords or hashtags) determined by an algorithm, which
identifies ”popular topics among users in a specific geographic location ... to help you discover the hottest
emerging topics of discussion on Twitter”.4 . The Twitter API provides access to the list of the current
global trending topics as well as localised trends. However, this is a purely algorithmically generated list
which does not distinguish topics which may reference newsworthy events from any and all other topics
of current popular discussion.
Topic modeling is a common approach that can be applied to detect breaking news on Twitter
(Cataldi, Di Caro, & Schifanella, 2010; Aiello et al., 2013; Wold & Vikre, 2015). Topic detection (modeling) algorithms, such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas, &
Harshman, 1990; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) or Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), provide means to organize a collection of electronic documents into semantically coherent
groups (topics) based on the frequent word co-occurrence matrix (e.g. TF-IDF metrics). Topic detection
approaches often involve topic clustering, ranking and labeling stages (Petkos, Papadopoulos, & Kompatsiaris, 2014; Martin & Göker, n.d.; Van Canneyt et al., 2014; Martin, Corney, & Goker, 2015; Ifrim,
Shi, & Brigadir, 2014; Elbagoury, Ibrahim, Farahat, Kamel, & Karray, 2015).
A few approaches to extract open-domain events from tweets were proposed (Popescu, Pennacchiotti, & Paranjpe, 2011; Ritter, Etzioni, Clark, & others, 2012; Katsios, Vakulenko, Krithara, & Paliouras,
2015), but none of them supports cross-lingual linking. Lendvai and Declerck (Lendvai & Declerck,
2015) use the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) method to extract events and also link tweets to
web documents. Topic models were also reported to be useful for aligning tweets with the news articles
outperforming the language models (Krestel, Werkmeister, Wiradarma, & Kasneci, 2015). These results
may be of particular importance on the evaluation stage, when the gold standard data for the evaluation
of tweet clustering algorithms is given in terms of news articles.
Only a few studies focus on other data sources than Twitter stream, in particular Wikipedia (Osborne,
Petrovic, McCreadie, Macdonald, & Ounis, 2012; Steiner, van Hooland, & Summers, 2013). Steiner et
al. (Steiner et al., 2013) implemented Wikipedia Live Monitor application 5 for the task of breaking news
detection. They defined a set of criteria for the news to be considered as breaking based on monitoring of
the recent changes, such as speed and number of concurrent edits on the Wikipedia web site. However,
we note that comparative reviews of topic detection using different sources have demonstrated that
Twitter is the most suitable data source, i.e. better results could not be acquired using news articles,
Wikipedia or any other sources.
The task of First Story Detection (FSD) was proposed to identify the first story about a certain event
from a document stream (Petrovi, Osborne, & Lavrenko, 2012). The state-of-the-art FSD approaches
use similarity metrics over documents, such as TF-IDF vectors or Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
(Petrovi et al., 2012; Phuvipadawat & Murata, 2010), to determine if candidate documents are close to
existing documents or could constitute a new event. This approaches have been improved by combination with external data sources, such as WordNet to build lexical chains (Stokes & Carthy, 2001) or
Wikipedia to rank and filter the produced stories (Osborne et al., 2012). However FSD focuses on the
retrospective correct identification of stories (and hence the first document in a story thread) rather than
the timely detection of the emergence of a new topic in the document stream.
The SNOW 2014 Data Challenge (Papadopoulos, Corney, & Aiello, 2014) stipulated further research
in mining Twitter streams to extract and summarize newsworthy topics (Van Canneyt et al., 2014; Martin
& Göker, n.d.; Burnside, Milioris, & Jacquet, 2014; Petkos et al., 2014; Ifrim et al., 2014). The notion
of ’newsworthiness‘ was further defined as a set of topics for a given time slot ‘covered in mainstream
news sites’ (Papadopoulos et al., 2014). Thereby setting the mainstream news sites as a reference point
for the gold standard data on ’important‘ news stories. Later, Martin et al. (Martin et al., 2015) utilized
the same definition of newsworthiness to evaluate their method for topic detection on Twitter data, but
additionally decomposed the notion into ’the combination of novelty and significance‘. One common
method to find novel (emerging or recent trending) topics from a data stream is looking for bursts in
frequent occurrences of keywords and phrases (n-grams) (Martin et al., 2015; Martin & Göker, n.d.;
Fujiki, Nanno, Suzuki, & Okumura, 2004; Cataldi et al., 2010; Aiello et al., 2013).
Since the 2014 Challenge, the most significant development in the area of story detection has been
the application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). These allow to generate dense vector representations (embeddings), which can be efficiently generated on the word level (word2vec) (Mikolov, Chen,
Corrado, & Dean, 2013) - as well as on the character level (tweet2vec) (Dhingra, Zhou, Fitzpatrick,
Muehl, & Cohen, 2016) - and have been found to be more effective in many domains than other algo4 https://support.twitter.com/articles/101125?lang=en#
5 http://wikipedia-live-monitor.herokuapp.com/
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rithms such as LSA and LDA. (Brigadir, Greene, & Cunningham, 2014) demonstrated encouraging results using the word2vec Skip-gram model to generate event timelines from tweets. (Moran, McCreadie,
Macdonald, & Ounis, 2016) achieved an improvement over the state-of-the-art rst story detection (FSD)
results by expanding the tweets with their semantically related terms using word2vec. Neural embeddings can be efciently generated on the character level as well. They repeatedly outperformed the
word-level baselines on the tasks of language modeling (Y. Kim, Jernite, Sontag, & Rush, 2015), part-ofspeech tagging (dos Santos & Zadrozny, 2014), and text classication (X. Zhang, Zhao, & LeCun, 2015).
The main advantage of the character-based approaches is their language-independence, since they do
not require any language-specific parsing. We have provided the first evaluation of character-based
neural embeddings on the tweet clustering task for news story detection. We could demonstrate in the
experimental evaluation that the proposed approach signicantly outperforms the current state-of-the-art
in tweet clustering for breaking news detection (Vakulenko, Nixon, & Lupu, 2017).
Scalability is an important requirement when dealing with the data streams of a high volume and
velocity source, like Twitter. The algorithms have to be adequately evaluated to be applicable in the
real world scenarios. For example, (Martin & Göker, n.d.) focuses on (near) real-time topic detection
by simulating the Twitter data stream to evaluate the efficiency of their trend detection mechanism.
The BNgram approach they propose takes two minutes to generate the topic model for a set of tweets
collected during a 15-minutes time slot. In our case, we trained our character-based model on 2 million
tweets which took slightly less than 3 days. Given that in the task of real-time news detection, the
requirements are rather different from evaluating a pre-trained model against a historical data set (from
SNOW 2014) and would necessitate updating our trained model regularly (as word associations in the
news would change at a rapid rate) the tweet2vec approach is not feasible without use of a much more
powerful parallel-GPU infrastructure.
The SNOW 2014 Data Challenge has confirmed newsworthy topic detection to be still a challenging task: the top F-score of the competing solutions was only 0.4 (Precision: 0.56, Recall: 0.36). The
limitations of the current state-of-the-art approaches include early topic detection, topic relevance, topic
representation and the performance evaluation of the topic detection methods. We continue with outlining the approach we currently pursue in InVID, which proves to provide a fair balance between real-time
performance and story output relevance.

2.2

Content Modeling

As presented in our initial proposal, we base story detection on content extracted from the Twitter
Streaming API. We have implemented a set of pre-processing measures to remove irrelevant data from
the stream: a word blacklist to strip out spam, a length filter (of 30 characters) to ensure the tweet has
enough textual content, as well as a language check as part of the NLP pipeline to ensure the text is
in a supported NLP/NER language (currently: English, French and German). Three Twitter streams are
configured:
– “Twitter Accounts” follows 61 professional breaking news sources in English, French and German.
– “Twitter Geo” collects geolocated tweets from around the world, and is intended in due course to
make use of the disambiguated location tagging of detected news stories to dynamically collect
tweets coming from locations where news events are happening at that time. As location disambiguation will be delivered in InVID WP3 this year, we hope to launch this means to collect news
tweets by early 2018.
– “Twitter News” collects user generated tweets using predetermined breaking news terms in English, French and German. Collection can vary from 30 to 90 thousand tweets daily.
To cluster each tweet into distinct stories, appropriate models are needed that reduce the complexity
and support the task of clustering, which is based on computational calculation of similarity between
documents. Given the scale of documents to be clustered, the model should also support a computationally inexpensive clustering method. The Baeza-Yates algorithm for indexing large text corpora by
statistically significant n-grams has been provably efficiently scalable for approximate string matching
tasks. Using this algorithm, we model each tweet as a set of n-grams as keywords, with tf-idf measures
avoiding that overly frequent or extremely rare strings become keywords. The quality of keywords plays
an important role in the clustering of the documents into stories and thus the continual evaluation of the
quality of stories also led to feedback on the keyword results which needed to be addressed.
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Besides the term blacklist, we gradually added to a specific stoplist for InVID keywords which contains
n-grams which should not become keywords in the keyword detection step. For example, we found that
many news organisations tweets contain their own organisations name so we had to add those names
to the stoplist (e.g. BBC, NBC, SABC) in order to avoid distinct tweets being annotated with the same
(organisational) keyword, which in turn would lead to clusters of tweets which are actually about distinct
stories but share that keyword.
We also had to deal with the issue that we were collecting tweets in different languages but wanted to
have a combined view of the stories emerging in those Twitter streams. For this, we identified the need
for a mapping between the keywords in different natural languages so that we could consider distinct
keywords as having the same word sense for the clustering step. This also has the additional advantage
of providing a means to view and browse the keywords in the Dashboard in the same natural language,
independent of the original language from which the keyword was extracted. To do this, we have initiated a Semantic Knowledge Base (SKB) which defines each word sense with an unique identifier and
associates it with multiple keyword n-grams (or labels) annotated with their natural language. To reduce
complexity, our initial implementation supports as core the three natural languages English, German and
French.
In examining our stories, we observed that one of the most significant reasons why the same news
story was being represented as multiple stories (clusters), was a lack of alignment between the bag of
keywords of each cluster, where a human observer could identify that distinct n-grams had actually the
same meaning. If those keywords could be aligned to the same word sense, just as was being done now
for multilingual keywords, but within the same natural language, we would achieve a far greater precision
in clusters representing single, distinct news stories. To solve this, we have initiated a new approach to
keyword extraction which we term Named Entity Keywords (NEKs). We note that classically the problem
of alignment in meaning of distinct texts has been addressed by the tools of Named Entity Recognition
(NER) and Named Entity Linking (NEL). These identify strings in input text as being a reference to an
entity (distinct concept), either unknown (then usually only typed as belonging to an identifiable class
such as Person, Organisation or Location) or known (then usually matched to the label of an identifiable
entity from a Knowledge Base). Our NER/NEL tool Recognyze works with dictionaries of labels (known
as ”surface forms” when matching to snippets of input text) to identify candidate (still unknown) entities in
the text, and has already demonstrated significant improvements in precision and accuracy in identifying
references to locations in text through the expansion of the content of those dictionaries combined with
implementation of additional syntactic rules (see the later D3.2 for explanations and evaluations of the
location disambiguation by Recognyze). Named entity keywords are computed by applying an additional
cleaning step during keyword computation, where named entity annotations as provided by Recognyze
are grounded in the input text, and all their name alterations are subsequently resolved against their
preferred labels as provided by linked open data corpora. Thus, by applying the principles of NEKs to
the text from which the keywords are being extracted, we can map varying surface forms to the same
entity and thus align varying keywords to a single Named Entity Keyword (NEKs). We have tested the
application of the NEKs approach within the platform prototypically, with the plan to request its push
into the production system in the second half of 2017 alongside the launch of the next generation of the
Recognyze tool (again, cf. D3.2 to be delivered Dec. 2017).

2.3

Story Clustering

Building on the continual improvement of the keywords, our clustering algorithm uses the bags of keywords from each document to cluster documents according to the keyword co-occurrence. Since the
documents (the JSON metadata produced by our social media extraction pipeline) were being stored
on the platform-side in an Elastic Search index, Elastic Search aggregations were effective for this cooccurrence calculation followed by k-means clustering. The baseline approach and its initial results
were reported after six months in the project. The next significant improvement to this approach has
been the introduction of the Louvain Modularity algorithm. The algorithm is more commonly used to detect communities within social networks - in our case we detect “communities” of related keywords over
time. We chose this algorithm as the graph of keywords is specifically structured in the same way as a
community of social network contacts and it proved to be much more efficient than k-means as well as
performing more scalably than an approach calculating character embeddings with tweet2vec which we
also experimented with. This formed the basis of the first full roll-out of stories in the InVID Dashboard
(through two visual components called the Story View and Story Graph, described in D5.3).
Observation of the story results in the Dashboard led us to assess story quality and identify errors.
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Improving keywords has been discussed in the previous subsection. Besides this, we found we could
classify errors in three types:
– disambiguation of the stories (meaning: each cluster should represent one distinct news story);
– relevance of documents in the stories (meaning: all documents within a cluster which is identified
as a particular news story should be related to that story);
– irrelevant labels in the story label (meaning: the description of the cluster should clearly identify
the news story represented by that cluster and not contain any parts irrelevant to that story).
To find solutions to the above issues, we looked at aspects of our clustering implementation which
could help us to improve.
– Keyword post-processing: clusters are defined by groups of keywords. Keywords which are contained by other keywords (e.g. trump, donald trump) are filtered out and keywords which partially
overlap with other keywords (e.g. president donald, donald trump) are reduced by removing the
keyword with a lower weight in the cluster. This helps align separate clusters according to their
contained keywords, although it is only effective in enabling merging when n-gram keywords are
currently detected and included in the clusters (e.g. a cluster with ’donald’ and ’trump’ will not align
its keywords if the n-gram ’donald trump’ has not also been detected and included in the cluster).
– Merge of overlapping clusters: clusters are defined within a time slice, whose smallest granularity
is one hour. Originally, even if two clusters shared the same keywords but there is an hour time
slice between them, they were retained as two separate stories. By loosening the thresholds
set for the graph partition algorithm (which generates the separated clusters) we could ensure
that previously separated clusters which were close enough temporally and semantically could be
output as a single story. However, the bags of keywords which made up a cluster proved to often
be not syntactically close enough to affect a merge even though a human observer could identify
both bags of keywords as being related to the same news story.
– Cluster splitting based on pairwise keyword co-occurrence. We termed the pairwise co-occurring
keywords (where a keyword B both co-occurs with keyword A and with keyword C) ”triads”. The
clustering based on graphs of co-occurring keywords relies therefore on binary relations between
keywords. We found certain keywords co-occurred heavily with keywords where each binary relation could belong to a separate story (i.e. the keyword was related to several stories at the same
time). The graph-based clustering tended to create single clusters across these keyword relations
because of the weight of the central keyword (’trump’ has been repeatedly a central keyword for
such clusters). The result was larger clusters which actually combined two or more stories. Pairwise relations did at times help to split such clusters, e.g. if there was a fire in two places in the
same news cycle, there would be a stronger co-occurrence relation between ’fire’ and location A
and between ’fire’ and location B than between location A and location B (if at all). However we
found that such splits were generally not as simplistic to detect through pair-wise relations, as the
merged stories were not so straightforward to algorithmically separate. For example, if tweets either talked about a London fire or a Kensington fire, we could conclude we have 2 seperate stories
when in fact it is the same one.
– Document relevance query. Once stories are detected, the documents in the time period selected
in the query (i.e. the time settings of the dashboard) are classified into those stories based on
matching document keywords and story keywords. Using the top-3 frequent keywords of the cluster as the story label, we found it could occur that little or no documents in the time period actually
contained all three keywords (especially where stories were being merged as one cluster). Using
Elastic Search general term aggregation as a relevance sort of matching documents for the selected keywords could mean that documents which match just one keyword are displayed, often
leading to documents being shown for the story which were not relevant to that story (especially
when the matching keyword was the most general). We had initially set the queries to restrict
documents to those matching the same time slice as the story but this reduced too much the set
of matching documents with two or three keywords (which were generally the most relevant to the
story). Removing the time restriction combined with relevance sort maximises the set of matching
documents at the ’top’ of the story (those visible under the story label in the dashboard). To further
maximise the relevance of documents selected for a story, we would need to alter the keyword
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ranking mechanism for the story labels to increase the number of keyword co-occurrences within
documents for the set of keywords chosen as the story label.
The above points highlight the experiments we have conducted within the story detection approach
to attempt to improve the accuracy of story detection, including appropriate labelling of stories (which
in turn can influence the social media retrieval, see later) and relevant classification of documents to
stories. The evaluation results below reflect what we have achieved to date to address the identified
problems with the recognition that these problems, at some level, all still persist. Our studies have
recognised that future improvements to the keywords (particularly the introduction of NEKs) could potentially play a significant role in improving story detection, as we need to be able to better align sets
of keywords semantically (rather than syntactically). Our requirement would be to be able to normalise
distinct keywords to common entities (President Donald Trump is referenced by at least six different
keywords at present), and understand semantic properties of and relations between those entities for
more precise cluster merging and splitting (e.g. knowing that a fire in London and Kensington can be the
same thing - as Kensington is a part of London - but that a fire in London and in Dhaka are two separate
things).

2.4

Burst Detection

Another aspect of the story detection, which became much clearer through the story graph visualisation, was the dominance in the results of our approach of news stories which are the subject of more
tweets over more time. This is a natural result of clustering which determines its clusters based on all
documents input to the clustering algorithm. In our case, those documents also have a time component
(the date-time the document was published) but the temporal distribution of the documents has a limited
role in the results of the clustering (we do look at the keyword co-occurrences within time splits, when
clustering with a time span of 24 hours of documents this time split is one hour, but we then connect the
clusters per time split together to form larger clusters within the overall time span). So for example, if
at the end of the current time span a new story appears, it may be highly relevant for the journalist and
indeed it may have the most related tweets within the final time split. However, for the Story View earlier
stories have already been the subject of tweets over many previous time splits and thus (from volume of
documents) are ranked higher, dominating the list of results. To address this, we decided to consider the
area of ”burst detection” as a means to better highlight quickly emerging news stories from those which
are continually present in the news coverage.
While a story is any distinct news event within the selected time period, we consider a story line
(episode) to be a set of temporally linear and semantically connected news events over multiple time
periods, whereas we consider an emerging story (burst) to be a single news event which appears
suddenly in the timeline.
Burst detection is a widely applied approach in recent research of event detection (Zimmermann,
2014) (He, Chang, & Lim, 2007) (Yin et al., 2015) (Weng & Lee, 2011) (Cameron, Power, Robinson,
& Yin, 2012). However, the above mentioned works focus on the term level detection, i.e. aiming to
detect those ”bursty terms” from the whole collection of words in all documents, which is not designed
for real-time applications.
It has also become a common method to find novel (emerging or recent trending) stories from a data
stream by looking for bursts in frequent occurrences of keywords and phrases (n-grams). Our approach
is to break the keyword-clusters detected by the community algorithm into smaller keyword-clusters
based on their document timestamps. Thus, we both obtain Episodes (keyword-clusters across several
time intervals) and Bursts (keyword-clusters located in a single time interval). A sampling of results
comparing Episodes and Bursts indicated that sharply emerging stories in a time span were indeed
highlighted better in the Bursts results.
As of the most recent update to the InVID Dashboard, a visualisation of the story burst detection has
been added to complement the existing visualisation of story episode detection (stories over time), both
forming the Story Graph.
Burst detection has particular significance for most recently emerging stories, since they do not have
the same comparative weight in terms of number of documents as stories which have been present
in the Twitter stream since a longer time. This means in the classical episodic view those stories take
some time to be visible, but in the burst detection view they are more immediately highlighted. This is a
contribution to the area of research which is called First Story Detection, i.e. the ability of an algorithm
to identify a story from a stream in as early a time as possible after that story first appears.
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Ranking

In the final step, the stories get sorted by the number of documents in each cluster. We are also
aggregating the weights of their keyword relations. These both can provide a ranking for the list of
stories in the Story View of the InVID Dashboard.
Story results can still be dominated by a small number of persistent stories which are thus repeatedly
being ranked higher, as can be seen in the past months with the stories around Donald Trump. This
pushes down stories about other subjects which can be just as or more newsworthy but receive less
persistent coverage in the news. It does not make sense for us to try to unilaterally decide for a user
precisely which story is more or less relevant to them, such as we can not say if a journalist wants or
doesn’t want to track over time the stories around Donald Trump. However, we can provide means for the
user to access different views of the stories, also beyond the distinction between Episodes and Bursts.
We noted the InVID Dashboard contains support for the definition and use of ”Topics”. These allow
users to define lists of words and expressions which indicate that a document belongs to a certain topic
of discussion, where the domain of the topics can be freely chosen. In InVID, topics can be used to refer
to categories of news as used typically in journalism and news reporting. We first used the categories
used by the Wikipedia Current Events portal as topics, but realised that these were confusing for the
journalists who would eventually use the dashboard. So, after discussion with AFP (a member of the
project consortium) we selected the IPTC NewsCodes 6 as our basis for topics, largely aligned with their
top level NewsCodes and the pre-defined second and third level NewsCodes by IPTC helping to clarify
which stories would belong in which topic (and of course stories may match several topics too). For each
topic, a list of regular expressions is defined, based on the labels of the NewsCodes and their synonyms
and using regular expressions to support for each alternative spellings, plural forms and disambiguating
usage in phrases.
While topics were used in the dashboard to filter the documents and aid browsing, it was easy to
observe through the InVID Dashboard how our news topics enabled more stories to be identified. With
the topic being used to provide a filtered set of input documents to the clustering algorithm, where a
story was dominating in the news coverage the choice of other topics not related to that story would
allow to filter out the documents related to that story and uncover other stories despite being the subject,
comparatively, of less news coverage. This is illustrated by Fig. 2 which shows the top stories on 14
June 2017, dominated by the London apartment tower fire. However, switching to the Sports topic, as
illustrated by Fig. 3, shows how other stories can be easily presented where the topic of the dominant
story is filtered out. Figure 4 provides an example of the regular expressions used to define if a document
belongs to a topic, in this case Crime, law and justice.

2.6

Story Evaluation Methodology

While in the first six months of InVID we could present only a very first proposal and implementation of
story detection, the subsequent 12 months have brought much continual improvement as errors were
found, solutions for observable problems tested and updates rolled out on the dashboard. At this stage
we consider it important to evaluate the output of the story detection, to provide us with a baseline for the
usability of the current version and enable us to subsequently measure quantitatively the improvements
made by future updates.
To conduct an evaluation, we need to agree first on the methodology to be followed. The initial
implementation was assessed based on an existing ground truth annotated dataset (SNOW 2014) but
we observed several issues with the methodology used.
We expect our stories to be news, i.e. they represent events or actions which are valid for reporting
through journalists and news organisations. This can be reduced to a metric of ”newsworthiness”. It
is defined as a set of stories for a given time slot ”covered in mainstream news sites” (Papadopoulos
et al., 2014). However, every news site will have its own criteria for determining what is ”news”, and
the validity of the news chosen by one site may be questioned by another site. Experts can be used
to assess what is news based on positive and negative examples (Papadopoulos et al., 2014). This
then leads to a set of reference stories for a data set for which a story detection algorithm can be
evaluated based on recall, as is the case with the SNOW 2014 data set. Wikipedia’s Current Events
portal can be seen as a crowdsourced version of this, where the crowd decides what is news. It can be
observed how this leads to a more diverse set of stories as in expert-based definition, since the latter also
relies on agreement between the experts to accept any story to the reference list. The result of either
6 https://iptc.org/standards/newscodes/
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Figure 2: Top-3 stories (aggregated) on 14 June 2017.

Figure 3: Top-3 stories in topic ”Sports” on 14 June 2017.
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Figure 4: Part of the definition of the topic ”Crime, law and justice”.

approach is that the story detection is evaluated as successful if it can detect the stories CHOSEN by
the experts or the crowd. If it detects other stories, it is penalised even if these may also be arguably
newsworthy. Another issue is how to compare the stories output by the tool to the stories defined as
references in the evaluation dataset, unless the tool has been developed specifically to use the same
story model. SNOW 2014, for example, provided a timestamp, descriptive sentence of the story, a set
of top keywords and a set of reference documents. It expected tools to produce up to 10 stories per
15-minute time slot. The final evaluation required a set of experts, and given the size of the data to be
compared, a sampling approach was taken. Five time slots were chosen and for the up to 50 detected
stories, each expert looked for detected stories which matched a part of the set of 59 reference stories.
While difficult to scale this up, this means only 5% of the story detection output is actually checked and
our implementation works with larger time slots than these (hourly for the bursts, 24 hours is the default
time span for the stories in the dashboard).
SNOW 2014 did confirm newsworthy story detection to be a challenging task: F-score: 0.4, Precision:
0.56, Recall: 0.36 (Ifrim et al., 2014). For our evaluation, we want to use the tweets being collected by
us in InVID as opposed to a ground truth evaluation data set such as SNOW 2014. This of course raises
the question of how we will get our ground truth and a measure for how to compare the results of our
algorithm with the ground truth. We choose to evaluate two metrics of our story detection: quality and
correctness, yet avoiding the use of reference stories for the main reason that we do not feel it is for us
to choose what should be newsworthy for the user. Instead, manual observation of the story results in
the dashboard, something we have been doing for the past 12 months, will be formalised to produce
quantitative measures for these metrics through observation over a consistent time period.
Correctness of the stories can be measured as a factor of whether a cluster can be unambiguously
identified as representing a distinct story (action or event which may be newsworthy). Hence the observer must not decide on the newsworthiness of the story, but simply that the cluster can be seen as
representing a potential story. While this needs to be reflected by the (top) documents in the cluster,
since we will look at cluster quality below, we will use the story label in this case as the determinant of
the story of the cluster. Since different labels (which determines the separation between clusters) may,
in fact, be referring to the same news story we add a complementary measure for distinctiveness, i.e.
how many of the clusters identifiable as stories actually represent distinct news stories.
Clustering quality can be measured in terms of completeness and homogeneity. Two structural
observations can be made on a list of clusters: whether a cluster actually merges two or more stories
or whether a story is represented by two or more different clusters. This requires that every document
in a cluster is individually marked as belonging in its cluster, in a different cluster, or in no cluster.
Completeness refers to the extent to which documents for the same story are in the same cluster.
Homogeneity refers to the extent to which clusters only contain documents from the same story.
Hence our methodology for the story evaluation is as follows. We will conduct a ”live” evaluation,
i.e. in real time using the story results visible in the InVID Dashboard. It will be a manual exercise, as
the human evaluator will make the assessment about the quality of the stories. Values will be drawn
through a daily assessment of the stories detected from our Twitter Accounts stream (we will use the
same process to compare stories from this stream with the stories from the Twitter News stream, which
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draws from user-generated tweets claiming to report breaking news). Detected stories will be assessed
in terms of ”universal” stories (drawn from the entire Twitter stream) as well as the stories for the top5 topics in that time period (measured in terms of topic size, i.e. the number of documents currently
matching the defined topic). We take only ”top” topics as we observed already that topics with smaller
matching document sets are less accurate for story detection, which is a factor of topic size and not
related to the correctness of the topic definition. Our focus will be on English results in this evaluation as
the volume of French and German tweets is still much lower. In each daily observation, the evaluator will
determine the values of the following metrics, based on the (up to) ten stories given in the dashboard:
– Correctness - number of clusters identifiable by their labels as a distinct story / total number of
clusters.
– Distinctiveness - number of distinct, individual stories among the correct clusters / total number of
correct clusters.
– Homogeneity - average of the individual homogeneity score for each cluster, which is the sum
of documents relevant to the stories represented by the cluster divided by the total number of
documents (in our case, max 10 sorted by relevance). This measure will not penalise merged
stories in that it will count all documents relating to the one or the other story in the cluster as
relevant. However, a cluster which merges stories should thus contain documents relevant to each
story, so a penalty is applied if a cluster only contains documents relevant to one story but not
the other; in such a case we divide the homogeneity score by one plus the number of missing
stories (e.g. a cluster merging 2 stories but with all documents only relevant to 1 will result in a
homogeneity score of 0.5).
– Completeness - average of the individual completeness score for each distinct story, which is the
sum of documents relevant to the distinct story represented by the cluster divided by the total
number of documents. This measure will penalize merged stories in that it will only consider
documents as relevant which relate to the primary story of the cluster (as the story label of merged
stories will likely refer to both stories, we use the top document of the cluster to determine the
primary story).

2.7

Story Evaluation Results

We conducted the story evaluation over the period June 19 to June 23, 2017 with Lyndon Nixon (MOD)
acting as the evaluation expert. Each afternoon in these five days we checked the story results in the
InVID Dashboard, considering the stories listed for the Twitter News feed (user tweets) as well as Twitter
Accounts feed (professional news channels), and for the latter we additionally checked the stories for
each of the top-5 news topics of that day. For each story, we evaluated the label (does it meaningfully
refer to a news story? does it reflect a single story or multiple stories?) and the documents presented
for that story (do they relate to the story represented by its label?). From this, as outlined in the previous
section, we could combine our insights into 4 metrics which we can compare across sources and days:
– Correctness: are the generated clusters correctly related to newsworthy stories?
– Distinctiveness: does each individual cluster precisely relate to an individual story?
– Homogeneity: are the documents in the cluster only relevant to the newsworthy stories represented
by the cluster?
– Completeness: are the documents in the cluster relevant to a single, distinct news story?
Individual lists of the stories detected each day in the Twitter Accounts (aggregated), Twitter News
(aggregated) and the top-5 news topics (for Twitter Accounts) are shown in Appendix A alongside (from
left to right by column) the definition of whether the story (label) was identifiable as a news story (Y),
whether the story was distinct (through numbering from one onwards), the number of documents returned for that story (with a maximum of ten considered), the number of those documents which were
relevant to the story, the number of those documents which were relevant to the other story (where the
label merged details of two or even three stories), the remaining number of documents which were not
relevant to any story, the calculated homogeneity score for the story and the calculated completeness
score for the story.
Since it is used as a basis for the query construction for the social media extraction we look first at
the aggregated Twitter Accounts stories. Here, the average of the values over the five days is:
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– Correctness: 0.895 (The 5 non-stories out of the total 46 were all generated from the tweets of one
news organisation, we found it was tweeting very often and many tweets were commentary rather
than news stories so we will remove this account for the next phase of story detection.)
– Distinctiveness: 0.598 (Values varied from 0.44 to 0.71 showing this is still an issue of concern. It
penalises both merged stories and split stories, both of which occurred daily.)
– Homogeneity: 0.93 (It is confirmed that the documents are nearly always relevant to the story. The
few irrelevant documents that were found were always related to a story label being a merge of
two stories, but documents from one of those stories were missing or a story label related to one
story, but documents from another story were present.)
– Completeness: 0.93 (While the values varied slightly with homogeneity, the average is the same.
This highlights that most clusters were indeed single stories with relevant documents. Twice completeness scored lower than homogeneity due to single clusters referring to two stories and containing documents from both, since completeness penalises this.)
We are encouraged that the current approach already approaches 100% for clustering documents
into newsworthy stories (it seems, if we removed the one Twitter account that generated the non-stories,
we would have scored 100% here), which reflects the quality of the data source chosen for the task
- Twitter accounts of professional news channels. We can compare this with the correctness score
achieved from the Twitter News feed which takes user tweets of ”breaking news”. Here, we average a
correctness of 0.76 which reflects the expected lower data quality of user tweets. It should be noted
that the stories detected from this feed largely consisted of two types: firstly, only some of the significant
news from the professional feeds was also being discussed in volume by users, e.g. the Otto Warmbier
North Korea story was detected over two days in the Twitter News feed while the Saudi Arabia new
crown prince story did not occur at all, despite it leading the Twitter Accounts stories for two days. Thus,
the Twitter News feed offers an interesting insight into what news the wider Twitter user community is
discussing (or ignoring). Secondly, some stories were detected in this feed that we did not detect at all
using the professional news feed, showing that the general public were sometimes more interested in
other news than what the professional news channels were reporting. This occurred on Wed. 21 June,
where 2 of the top-3 clusters extracted for Twitter News were a single news story: ’Two elephants work
together to save a baby elephant from drowning at Grand Park Zoo in Seoul, South Korea’.
We also observed that using the topics defined in the dashboard allowed us to find many more stories
distinct to the ’top-10’ from the aggregated view. Just as with the aggregated stories, correctness nears
to 1 but distinctiveness is consistently lower. While there are merged stories, the most common issue
is split stories, i.e. stories with a higher volume of tweet reporting tend to diverge more with respect to
the words used to report them which in turn leads to a larger set of distinct keywords being extracted.
As merging clusters is based on the overlap between the keyword sets that define them, there is still a
point where the keyword variation is too high to affect a merge. The described plans to align keywords
to entities should be a first step towards solving this issue. Similarly, homogeneity and completeness
scores are consistently high across the topics and across all five days.
The evaluation shows that our story detection already performs very well, while focusing our future
work on a better disambiguation of clusters into distinct, individual stories.

3

Social Media Extraction and Annotation

As outlined in D2.1 and whose implementation into the InVID Platform has been detailed in D5.2, we set
up a social media extraction pipeline which is configurable and extendible to support additional sources.
The initial pipeline supports YouTube, DailyMotion and Vimeo APIs. Each component, as implemented
for the platform, is called a ”social media mirror” (previously, other mirrors already existed in the platform
but were focused on retrieval of textual documents). A list of queries is generated out of the Twitter
Accounts stream and consists of the most frequently occurring keyword pairs out of the documents in
that stream over the past 24 hours. We take the most frequent 10 keywords and for each keyword
the top-10 co-occurring keywords, thus generating 100 keyword pairs which are then used to perform
conjunctive queries over each API at a 6 hourly interval. Since the list of keyword pairs is updated at
each interval, we refer to this as the ”dynamic input filter” (previously in the platform, social media mirrors
were set up with fixed, unchanging lists of terms for creating the queries at a regular interval, which was
known as the static input filter). Currently this results in the collection of 700 - 1100 videos daily, as
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queries are time-restricted (to only videos uploaded in the previous 24 hours) and hence some queries
do not find matching video content as a result of the keywords being paired (either because they are
irrelevant or not used in a video posted in the past 24 hours). YouTube has tended to be more effective in
matching queries with videos (and the retrieved videos are more relevant), whereas retrieval from Vimeo
and DailyMotion has tended to provide a lower volume of documents.

3.1

Sources

Following the launch of the initial video collection pipeline with the set of new social media mirrors for
YouTube, Vimeo and DailyMotion and confirmation of their stability when integrated with the platform,
we prioritized the new video sources we should add. During this period, Instagram changed its terms
and conditions 7 and seriously restricted third party access to its API, with all applications which do not
comply with the new terms and conditions by June 1st 2016 being banned from future API access. Since
that change included any retrieval from the full Instagram feed it became unfeasible for us to include
Instagram any more in our sources. Hence the next priority source was determined to be Twitter, which
provides both tweets with native videos and tweets which embed videos from the platforms Periscope
(a live video streaming platform, where live streams can be replayed up to 24 hours after the broadcast
ended; since May 2016, Periscipe broadcasts became permanent by default), Amplify (Twitter’s video
ad platform) and Vine (since Jan 17, 2017 the original, independent video platform Vine has been shut
down and relaunched as Vine Camera, an app which creates short, looping video where online sharing
is only possible via Twitter).
The microblog service Twitter has been supporting sharing native videos on its platform 8 , which
are native videos posted directly in a tweet via a Twitter application and not as a link to a video on an
external service (e.g. YouTube). While we use Twitter’s streaming API 9 to detect breaking news, the
streaming API does not support filtering for tweets containing native video. To retrieve video posted on
Twitter, we access the Search REST API 10 instead. In order to obtain only tweets containing native
video, we use the query operator ”filter” set to the value ”native video” and to restrict the results to a
single language, we use the ”lang” query operator.
We use the dynamic input filters to obtain the search terms for the search queries. We periodically
(once every hour) search for native videos, with the search terms being updated when the dynamic input
filter gets updated. To prevent duplicate results, the time of the previous search is used as a temporal
query operator (since). In order to minimize the requests against the API endpoint, we execute several
queries in one API call using the OR query operator and allowing the responses to contain 100 tweets
(the maximum supported by the API). Since twitter allows only 10 query operators in total, we limit our
API calls to at most 8 queries each time. If too many requests to the API are made too fast, the API
responds with instructions to wait. If the API instructs us to wait for more than 20 minutes, the retrieved
tweets are returned but our code does not wait to prevent the pipeline getting stuck in waiting mode.
From the response, we filter out retweets using the -filter:retweets query operator.
The response from the search API includes an entry that contains information about embedded
media. For native video, the aspect ratio, the duration in milliseconds and a set of variants are provided,
varying in content type (video encoding format), resolution and bitrate. Each variant points to an URL
where this video can be accessed. For InVID, we select the video variant of content type mp4 and with
the highest bitrate and map the URL to the ma:locator attribute in our internal XML document structure.
With the described setup, we are obtaining around 600 tweets with news-relevant video content in a
24 hour period.

3.2

Queries

With the implementation of specific and distinct topics we can now explore the news stream according
to each topic. The dynamic input filter is populated by the keywords and associations aggregated from
the entire news stream, and we observed that the keyword lists, when a news story was dominating
the global news coverage, tended to be dominated by multiple keywords associated with the dominant
story. This meant that, while many more stories were being detected from the Twitter stream, video
retrieval was tending to be based on queries relating to a more narrow set of more dominant stories.
However, we could consider to take the top keywords and associations from each topic to generate a
7 https://www.theverge.com/2015/11/17/9751574/instagram-app-developers-api-restrictions-security-privacy
8 https://support.twitter.com/articles/20172128
9 https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
10 https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public/search
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dynamic input filter which would query for a wider range of stories. Since there are eleven topics defined,
this could mean eleven times more queries, unless we reduce the time interval between queries, which
is undesirable as we want to keep social media retrieval for news content as timely as feasible. The
other option we consider is to use, as an alternative to the keyword-association pairs, the labels of the
detected stories. These currently consist of the three most frequent keywords in the cluster representing
a story. While a triple term query may reasonably retrieve fewer matching documents than a term pair,
the actual volume and relevance of retrieved documents will depend on the quality of the story labelling,
just as the current approach depends on the quality of the keywords and their associations. However,
we had already observed in where topics were smaller (containing a smaller number of documents) the
relevance (or generality) of the keywords was dropping quite substantially early in the list, which would
of course lead to queries that were either not matching any videos or retrieving only irrelevant video.
On the other hand, (correct) story detection should ensure that only stories exist where one can be
determined (by a sufficient number of documents sharing relevant keywords), and thus labelling should
lead to queries which are at least more specifically designed to retrieve video relevant to a distinct and
recent news story. Since the labels of stories would be taken from each topic (where each topic may
produce up to ten stories) to feed the dynamic input filter, the result should be a set of queries that collect
video concerning a wider range of news stories. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an evaluation of
both the current and the proposed social media queries.

3.3

Evaluation

Precision and recall are the standard measures for information retrieval. To conduct an evaluation on
social media information retrieval, we can not use classical recall measures since we can not say what is
the total number of relevant documents on any social media platform at any time for one query. Precision
can be calculated based on the set of results retrieved for each query, where the maximum number
of results evaluated will be capped at 20 documents (which is also the first page of video results on
YouTube). It is necessary to cap the maximum number of results to evaluate as it would not be feasible
to automate the determination of whether results of a query for newsworthy video were newsworthy or
not, since newsworthiness is a subjective determination that can only be made by a human evaluator.
On the other hand, we should consider whether success in information retrieval only occurs if and only
if the retrieved video is relevant to the story represented by the query, or if any newsworthy video being
retrieved can be considered a metric for success. Indeed, whereas the timeliness of the story detection
is important to ensure stories are detected as they emerge and queries are made for relevant video at
the moment the news story is still newsworthy, in the video retrieval videos will continue to be posted for
a news story for a longer time after the news story initially occurred and those retrieved videos can still
be relevant for discovery and verification in the InVID context. Thus, queries which reference keywords
that persist in the news discussion (such as Donald Trump) are likely to return other videos which are
not relevant to the current story but still reference an earlier newsworthy story. Since while our precision
measure can indicate how many videos in our results are relevant to the query itself, low precision may
hide the fact we still collect a high proportion of newsworthy video content. Still, precision may act as
an evaluation of the quality of our query to collect media for the specific story. On the other hand, we
choose a second precision measure, which we will call “accuracy”, which measures the proportion of
all newsworthy video returned for a query. Since this measure will include video not directly related
to the story being queried for, this acts as an evaluation of the appropriateness of our query to collect
newsworthy media generally. Finally, we will include a recall measure which is defined as the proportion
of newsworthy video retrieved which is relevant to the story being queried for, ergo our recall is the
precision divided by the accuracy and acts as a measure of the specificity of our query for the news
story. For comparative evaluation, we would of course prioritize higher precision for our queries, but
also since social media retrieval will invariably involve the possibility of false positives (due to the varying
relevance of user provided titles and descriptions which determine the results of a query), we will also
welcome higher accuracy (once we accept the existence of false positives in the results, we desire to
minimize the extent of completely irrelevant video that may be collected as a result). Finally, to acquire
a final metric to measure the overall accuracy of the information retrieval we calculate the F-Score,
classically seen as the harmonic mean of precision and recall, based in our case on the precision and
accuracy values (since we want to prioritize the precision but also reflect a more useful result in retrieving
other newsworthy video while minimizing fully irrelevant video, as measured by accuracy).
Until now, we have adapted classical measures for information retrieval, which can indicate to us if
our queries are effective in finding (a) video about a specific news story and (b) video relevant to the
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news generally. However, none of these measures indicates if we achieve a further goal, which is to
collect a broader range of video material related to the news. To do this, we need to annotate each
query with the story it is querying for. As there is no official classification of news stories each day with
which we could annotate queries, we will take a simpler approach. The first query will be annotated as
belonging to a story S1. The subsequent query, if we determine it to be querying on the same story,
will also be annotated with S1. If it is querying on a different story, we will annotate it with a new story
S2. Ongoing, every new story that is being queried will receive a new identifier, following a standard
numbering order. As a result, we may conclude with 2 further measures. Story breadth is the sum of
unique stories queried for within the set of queries being evaluated. Story depth is the measure of the
extent retrieved relevant videos are distributed across distinct stories, i.e. we want to reward a higher
average precision value across different stories as opposed to having higher precision for only some
stories while other stories suffer from low precision in video retrieval. Since this is a factor of uniform
distribution of the precision across stories, we calculate story depth as the mean of the precision of
video retrieval across stories (which is itself the average of the precision of video retrieval across all
queries related to a story) multiplied by one minus the standard deviation (of the values for average
precision for each story). Hence a more uniform distribution for precision of retrieval across stories will
tend towards a value closer to the overall average precision of the queries as a whole (where standard
deviation is zero, story depth = overall average precision). However, as the distribution becomes more
non-uniform (some stories have higher precision and some have lower precision, so the relevant results
start to become skewed towards having more content for a smaller number of stories than what was
queried for), standard deviation will increase and the story depth will drop.
For manual evaluation, we will look at two one day’s results from the Twitter Accounts stream. We
can examine both the current query constructions (keyword-association pairs) and the potential query
constructions (story labels) in the dashboard, manually making the queries on the YouTube API (DailyMotion and Vimeo APIs generally return less content and less relevant content in any case) to check the
list of videos returned. We choose two separate days in order to attempt to consider one day where news
coverage has been quite generally spread (we choose the results from the day of writing which is 12/13
June 2017, as there is no single dominating story in the aggregated news) and one day where news
coverage has been skewed towards one larger news story (we choose 9/10 May 2017, which covers the
firing of FBI director James Comey). Since the full data set would be too much for a manual evaluation
(100 queries for the current dynamic input filter, up to 110 queries for the potential story-based querying)
we choose a number of 25 queries for the comparison of each approach: for the current approach we
take the top-5 keywords and their top-5 associations; for the potential approach we take the top-5 topics
(by size so the aggregated stories from all tweets as default and then the next 4 topics in order) and their
top-5 stories.
We present the results of the evaluation here in terms of the overall metrics (see the Appendix B for
the list of queries and individual metrics for each query), with decimals rounded to 2 places:
– 13Jun-current: the results of social media retrieval using the current keyword based approach for
content from 13 June 2017;
– 13Jun-proposed: the results of social media retrieval using the proposed story based approach for
content from 13 June 2017;
– 10May-current: the results of social media retrieval using the current keyword based approach for
content from 10 May 2017;
– 10May-proposed: the results of social media retrieval using the proposed story based approach
for content from 10 May 2017.
Looking at the results from a news day where there was a mix of stories in the news reporting
(13 June 2017), we observe that the proposed approach achieves a wider breadth of news stories,
querying for 18 distinct stories within the top-25 queries whereas the current approach queried for 9
distinct stories. More commonly tweeted stories tend to generate more individual queries in the current
approach, e.g. the story on the tornado warning in different US counties had 5 different queries in the
current approach while was the subject of 1 specific query in the proposed approach. The average
precision for the current approaches’ 5 different queries was 0.16 compared to a precision of 0.1 for the
specific query in the proposed approach, suggesting one does not retrieve significantly fewer documents
for the story with less queries while of course achieving a greater breadth of news story coverage in
the total retrieved document set. In fact, while average precision was higher for the proposed approach
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average accuracy was almost the same, suggesting the same quantity of newsworthy documents may be
retrieved by the proposed approach with a higher proportion of them being relevant to the current news
stories (recall of the proposed approach was 0.64 compared to 0.42 for the current approach). Similarly,
the F-Score for the proposed approach was 0.59 compared to 0.425 for the current approach. The
remaining issue for the proposed approach, with its greater breadth of news coverage in the retrieved
document set, would be that having less distinct stories in the set could mean having better coverage of
those stories in the documents. Our story depth measure for how many specifically relevant documents
are retrieved for each of the stories suggests that this is not an issue, as while double as many distinct
news stories are covered in the retrieved documents the story depth is 0.30 compared to a value for the
current approach of 0.17.
By considering a second news day we can check if the two approaches compare equally when the
news context is different. We have observed through the dashboard that the global news coverage being
collected in the Twitter Accounts stream does mean that days in which a major news story occurs (with
global significance) lead to that story being referred to in the twitter stream at a significantly higher frequency than any other story (which we have termed the ”dominant” story). This makes sense: whereas
stories of regional interest will only be reported by a subset of our Twitter news accounts, global stories
will be covered by potentially all of those accounts leading to a significant difference in volume of documents. Since such ”dominant news story days” are an unavoidable aspect of daily news detection, we
took the day of James Comey being fired as FBI director by President Donald Trump (10 May 2017).
As expected, our keyword based queries almost all relate to this story, since there are multiple top keywords for the same story (trump, fbi, james, house, director, chief). Indeed, 24 of the top-25 keyword
pairs for queries were about this story, only ”president + korea” referring to another story on that day,
the election of Moon Jae-in as the new president of South Korea. The dominant story also generates a
lot of video content on the video platforms on that day, as a response to global discussion and reaction
to the event, so these queries also show a high average precision. While our story breadth is just 2,
our average precision is 0.89. Accuracy is only slightly higher but almost perfect at 0.97; with most
retrieved documents relating specifically to the dominant story recall is at 0.91. While there is only one
other story to retrieve documents for in the top-25 queries, and that is due to 1 query, it’s precision was
also high (0.85) and thus story depth (the extent to which all stories in the query list are represented by
retrieving relevant documents) stands at 0.85. These high values seem to communicate that this has
been a highly effective approach to news video collection but again we must remind ourselves that only
2 different stories are present in that collection, and 96% of the collected and relevant video is about a
single story.
In the proposed approach for this news day, there is a significant difference in story breadth. Now
15 stories are distinctly queried for in the top-25 queries. The lead story is the same dominant story
as in the current approach, FBI director James Comey being fired. Three queries are made for this
story with an average precision of 0.82 (due to the third story having an irrelevant keyword in its label,
otherwise precision was at 1 for the queries based on story labels for this story). Compared to the
current approaches precision of 0.89 for this story, this is not much less. Potentially much more video
could be collected for the story in the current approach (retrieved by 24 different queries as opposed
to 3) - however we have not considered here how much duplication of content occurs in subsequent
queries targeting the same story. The number of unique video documents retrieved by both approaches
may not differ as much. Overall average precision is 0.52, reflecting that some story queries are very
effective and some are not (e.g. ”attack + court + brisbane” which references very well a news story
current at that time - a man standing trial in court for an attack in Brisbane, Australia - but failed to return
any relevant video documents). Accuracy averages at 0.69 and our recall is 0.59. Finally, story depth is
measured as 0.35. The figures are all lower than the current approach but we need to ask if we prefer
85% story depth for 2 stories on the day or 35% story depth for 15 stories, ensuring a much broader
choice of video content for news on the platform. Comparing the 10 May proposed approach results
with the current approach when it is also querying for a broader range of stories (the 13 June data), we
can note that the proposed approach has higher precision (0.52 to 0.36), recall (0.59 to 0.42) and story
depth (0.35 to 0.17). This suggests that the proposed approach provides more accurate queries for the
stories and hence performs better on retrieving relevant documents across all stories.
We can also consider how the two approaches performed comparatively on both days. It is clear that
the current approach is strongly influenced by dominant stories, significantly reducing the story breadth
in the collected documents on such days. The proposed approach performed, on the other hand, very
similarly on both days despite the clear difference in the distribution of tweets about news stories. It is
possible that as story breadth reduces, the current approach performs better on the evaluation metrics
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avg precision
avg accuracy
avg recall
f-score
story breadth
story depth

D2.2

value
0.36
0.84
0.42
0.425
9
0.17

Table 3: Results 13Jun-current.
Metric
avg precision
avg accuracy
avg recall
f-score
story breadth
story depth

value
0.54
0.82
0.64
0.59
18
0.3

Table 4: Results 13Jun-proposed.
(precision, accuracy, story depth) but indeed at the cost that the collected documents cover a smaller
number of news stories. However, the proposed approach collects documents from a broader range
of stories, and while precision and story depth may then be lower they perform better than when the
current approach should be equally broader in its collection and appear that they should be more stable
over time regardless of how tweets about news stories are distributed day by day; a consistent precision
of around 0.5 and story depth of around 0.3 would indicate that the document collection in the proposed
approach would be much more balanced across all the stories.

3.4

Extending the Metadata Model

The document metadata model extensions for the webLyzard platform are presented in Table 7. These
extensions have been validated by their usage in the metadata produced by the social media extraction
pipeline (now currently mapped from four different video APIs), which is stored in the platform and used
in query and retrieval processes (find and browse the video in the InVID Dashboard).
To support a common understanding of the InVID document metadata model (considering also the
possibility to return metadata properties via the Platform API) we have aligned our metadata properties
to the properties defined in the following commonly used semantic media standards/recommendations:
– ma: prefix - W3C Ontology for Media Resources; https://dev.w3.org/2008/video/mediaann/
mediaont-1.0/mediaont-1.0.html. Core set of metadata properties for media resources, along
with their mappings to elements from a set of existing metadata formats.
– no prefix - Schema.org; http://schema.org. Schema.org is a collaborative, community activity
with a mission to create, maintain, and promote schemas for structured data on the Internet, on
web pages, in email messages, and beyond.
– foaf: prefix - Friend of a Friend (FOAF); http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/. Linking people and
information using social networks.
Metric
avg precision
avg accuracy
avg recall
f-score
story breadth
story depth

value
0.89
0.97
0.91
0.92
2
0.85

Table 5: Results 10May-current.
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Metric
avg precision
avg accuracy
avg recall
f-score
story breadth
story depth

D2.2

value
0.52
0.69
0.59
0.57
15
0.35

Table 6: Results 10May-proposed.
InVID attribute

Description

Data type

media type

key attribute to filter media content controlled list

string

title
text
url
date
keyword
duration

title of the document
text of the document
link to the document
timestamp of the document creation
list of keywords
duration of the video in seconds

string
string
url
unix timestamp
array
unsigned long

media license

empty or a Creative Commons URL

string

thumbnail
viewcount
comments
likes
user id
user name

link to a thumbnail image for the video
number of video views
number of comments
user rating for the video, number of likes
platform specific identifier of the user
user name

string
unsigned long
unsigned long
unsigned long
string
string

media url

url link to the actual image or video file

string

Sample values
video
image
”Tweet by Doprava v Praze”
”Sample text”
”twitter.com/doprava v praze/status/715419623450144768”
”1462310408000”
[{’name’: ’keyw1’}]
609
empty
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
”https://i.vimeocdn.com/portrait/6659936 30x30.jpg?r=pad”
201008
71
3488
”x24vth”
”iTELE”
”https://video.twimg.com/ext tw video/560070131976392705/
pu/vid/320x180/nXXsvs7vOhcMivwl.mp4”

Table 7: InVID document model attributes.
– sioc: prefix - SIOC; http://rdfs.org/sioc/spec/. Modelling Social Media sites main concepts
and properties required to describe information from online communities (e.g message boards,
wikis, weblogs, etc.) on the Semantic Web.
– dc: prefix - DCMI Metadata Terms; http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/. Fifteen
terms of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set, as well as the qualified terms.
The mappings are presented in Table 8. It also indicates how different types of metainformation for a
media document are defined in different metadata models, thus justifying the need for a combined InVID
metamodel for expressing this information for the retrieval and verification processes.
Looking ahead, considering future use cases for the metadata and its use in the dashboard, we
propose two further metadata properties we plan to introduce in the next period:

InVID attribute
media type
duration
media license
thumbnail
viewcount
comments
likes
user id
user name
media url

Schema.org mapping
fileFormat
duration
license
thumbnailUrl
interactiveStatistic
commentCount

MediaOnt mapping
ma:format
ma:duration
ma:hasPolicy
ma:hasRelatedImage

Other mapping
dc:format
dc:extend
dc:license
sioc:num views
sioc:num replies

ma:hasPublisher
url

ma:locator

foaf:accountName
dc:source

Table 8: InVID document model mappings.
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– Reach - individual social media metrics can be directly acquired from the social network APIs with
the need of course to update when necessary as they change over time; however, absolute values
for each social media document can not help immediately in understanding which documents are
- compared to others around the same story - being shared or engaged with more. We propose a
normalised measure of reach which provides a value in the range 0...1 for each document, where
that value is the relative rate of distribution of the document in the social network compared to all
other documents in the same social network relating to the same news story. Therefore sorting a
set of documents in a story by reach, would help journalists to more easily see which documents
are currently spreading at a greater rate within social networks and potentially thus should be
prioritized for verification.
– Authoritativeness - another social media measure that we plan to provide for each document is
that of its authoritativeness. While this is a more subjective measure to be determined together
with the partners working on contextual verification in InVID, we recognize its important in enabling
journalists to more easily find the documents which should rather be subjected to verification. We
have observed in the dashboard that we currently retrieve from the video APIs a mix of video
material coming from both official news channels and user uploads (UGC, or User Generated
Content). It is not easily possible to separate these sources at the query stage (only DailyMotion
API has a ”ugc” flag on content, meaning content which is not from an official DailyMotion partner).
We also need to consider that many user uploads now re-upload (parts of) official news video
for a story. Regardless, a user seeking to determine the official details of a news story may
appreciate ordering retrieved documents by the most authoritative first, while a user seeking to
verify unofficial claims for a news story may order the same documents by the least authoritative
first. We will consider the authoritativeness measure as a product of two metrics to be calculated
in the platform: account properties and content properties. Account properties will combine social
network analyses - both the characteristics of social network accounts (e.g. Twitter number of
followers/number followed ratio) and the graph of the accounts interacting with that content in the
social network (e.g. which account is the content shared from, which accounts have shared this
user’s post). Content properties will use extracted media features (for video documents) or textual
features by the InVID verification services to compare the content’s features with the features
most commonly associated with authoritative or non-authoritative content (e.g. logo detection can
indicate if video is coming from an official news source which is widely accepted as authoritative
or a propaganda news source which is generally regarded as non-authoritative; the contextual
verification service identifies claims of fake or falseness in comments on social media posts).

4
4.1
4.1.1

Video Annotation
Video Fragmentation and Thumbnail Extraction
Motivation and foreseen use

A core operation for many video analysis applications, such as video annotation, indexing and summarization, is the identification of the temporal structure of the video. For edited (i.e. professional) videos
this typically corresponds to the detection of the video shots (i.e. sequences of frames captured uninterruptedly by a single camera) through a shot boundary detection approach, such as the one described
in (Apostolidis & Mezaris, 2014). However, when dealing with user-generated videos (UGV) the shotlevel fragmentation is a coarse one and does not reveal too much information about the structure of the
video, due to the fact that these videos are most commonly captured without interruption with the help
of a single camera/smartphone, thus being single-shot videos.
Based on this condition, in InVID we tried to develop a method capable of defining visually discrete
parts of a UGV (called sub-shots subsequently in this chapter) and use these fragments for representing
the structure of the video. To this end we investigated two different approaches. The first approach segments a single-shot video based on the detection of a set of typical video recording activities, such as
horizontal and vertical camera movement (also known as camera pan and tilt) and camera zoom in/out,
which result to the alteration of the visual content. The second approach applies temporal fragmentation
of the video by indicating visually dissimilar segments of it after assessing the visual similarity of neighboring frames of the video with the help of a global descriptor. In each case, a number of representative
keyframes is extracted for each video fragment, while a smaller subset of these keyframes is selected
through an image clustering process and used as thumbnails of the entire video.
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The foreseen use of this analysis component is to process the videos ingested in the InVID platform
from the InVID Dashboard, the InVID Verification Application and the InVID Mobile Application. This
analysis will create metadata about the video structure and will extract a set of representative keyframes
and thumbnails. The produced data will be ingested in the InVID platform and exploited by the developed
software components for concept-based video labeling, logo detection and near-duplicate detection,
thus enabling the extraction of additional metadata concerning the semantics and the visual content of
the video.
4.1.2

State of the art

A variety of different methods have been proposed over the last couple of decades, dealing with the
temporal segmentation of single-shot videos. Most of them are related to approaches for video summarization and keyframe selection (e.g. (Kelm, Schmiedeke, & Sikora, 2009), (Cooray, Bredin, Xu, &
O’Connor, 2009), (Mei, Tang, Tang, & Hua, 2013), (González-Dı́az, Martı́nez-Cortés, Gallardo-Antolı́n,
& Dı́az-de Marı́a, 2015)), some focus on the analysis of egocentric or wearable videos (e.g. (Lu & Grauman, 2013), (Xu et al., 2015), (Karaman et al., 2014)), others aim to address the need for detecting
duplicates of videos (e.g. (Chu, Chuang, & Yu, 2010)), a number of them is related to the indexing and
annotation of personal videos (e.g. (Luo, Papin, & Costello, 2009)), while there is a group of methods
that targeted the indexing and summarization of rushes video (e.g. (Dumont et al., 2008), (Liu, Liu, Ren,
& Chan, 2008), (Bai, Hu, Lao, Smeaton, & O’Connor, 2010), (Pan, Chuang, & Hsu, 2007)).
Regarding the suggested methodology for partitioning a single-shot video or the shots of an edited,
multi-shot video into sub-shots, two basic directions have been introduced. The techniques of the first
direction are driven by the observation that a sub-shot is an uninterrupted sequence of frames within a
shot only having a small variation in visual content (Petersohn, 2009), and they try to define sub-shots by
assessing the visual similarity and coherency of groups of consecutive video frames. Within this context
the method of (Pan et al., 2007) applies a straightforward approach which relies on the evaluation of the
similiary between pairs of frames with the help of color histograms and the x2 test. The algorithm selects
the first frame Fa of a shot as the base frame and compares it sequentially with the following ones until
some frame Fb is different enough. Then, frames between Fa and Fb form a sub-shot, while Fb is used
as the next base frame in a process that is repeated until all frames of a shot have been processed.
In (Dumont et al., 2008) sub-shot segmentation is performed by using a sliding window over video
frames centered on a current frame. The distance (i.e. visual dissimilarity) between a pair of frames
is then computed with the help of 16-bin HSV histograms. For each frame the algorithm computes its
similarity with the previous and the following one, and compares the ranking of pre-frames and postframes. Finally, a sub-shot boundary is defined when the number of top ranked pre-frames is greater
than a predefined threshold. The technique presented in (Bai et al., 2010) splits each frame into 8x8
pixel grids and calculates the mean and variance of RGB color in each grid, while the Euclidean distance
is used to measure the difference between neighboring frames. Based on the fact that the cumulative
frame difference shows gradual change in a sub-shot, the algorithm indicates sub-shot boundaries by
identifying high curvature points within the curve of cumulative frame differences. A similar approach
which sub-divides each image in a 4x4 grid and computes the difference and cumulative difference of
local 16-bin color histogram between consecutive frames was described in (Liu et al., 2008). Another
method that estimates the brightness, contrast, camera motion and object motion of each video frame
with the help of YUV histograms and optical flow vectors was discussed in (Ojutkangas, Peltola, &
Järvinen, 2012). Sub-shot boundaries are then detected by applying a coherence discontinuity detection
mechanism on the set of extracted features with the help of a moving window of size R, that considers
the feature values of two consecutive frames and the average of these values in a number of previous
and following frames. Finally, two other histogram-based approaches were introduced in (Lei, Xie, &
Yan, 2014) and (Petersohn, 2009).
The second class of techniques detect a video sub-shot based on the concept that each individual
sub-shot corresponds to a different activity of the camera during the recording of the video. So, these
methods try to identify the sub-shots of the video by detecting the camera motion over sequences of
video frames. An early approach introducing camera motion analysis for indexing MPEG videos was
presented in (J.-G. Kim, Chang, Kim, & Kim, 2000). It fits the motion vectors in the MPEG stream
into the 2D affine model to detect basic camera operations automatically. Then, sub-shot segmentation
is defined based on the homogeneity of camera motion in each unit. This algorithm was also utilized
in (Kang & Hua, 2005) which describes an approach for assessing the representativeness of video
frames, and in (Tang, Mei, & Hua, 2009) which addresses the problem of video summarization. Another
method that exploits the motion vectors of the MPEG-2 video stream and estimates the optical flow
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and the type of conducted global camera motion via a multiresolution scheme that uses the weighted
least square method (Tukey estimator (Odobez & Bouthemy, 1995)), was presented in (Durik & BenoisPineau, 2001). An extension of this method, which utilizes the affine model for motion characterization,
was described in (Krämer & Benois-Pineau, 2005) and used in (Karaman et al., 2010). A different approach that segments a video into sub-shots by evaluating the change in dominant camera motion with
the help of local descriptors and the affine transformation was introduced in (Cooray et al., 2009). The
algorithm estimates this change based on the analysis of the dominant-motion transformation matrix
between two consecutive frames in the video. This matrix is the 3x3 affine transformation matrix M created after extracting and matching the SIFT descriptors of these frames. Using matrix M, the algorithm
is able to classify, for each frame, the corresponding camera motion into the following categories: pan
left/ right, tilt up/down and zoom in/out. A similar approach was presented in (Nitta & Babaguchi, 2013),
while another algorithm that combines the motion analysis of (J.-G. Kim et al., 2000) with a method that
computes the affine model parameters was described in (Mei et al., 2013). In the same direction, the
technique of (Cooray, Lee, & O’Connor, 2011) computes the optical flow field for each pair of consecutive
frames. Then, the best transformation between each pair of frames is computed by fitting the extracted
motion vector fields to a 2D affine model and estimating the homography with the help of the RANSAC
algorithm. As in other works, e.g. (Cooray et al., 2009), the algorithm compares the values of the affine
model parameters with a set of experimentally determined thresholds in order to detect and classify the
global motion for each frame of the video, and a final filtering step is applied to all classified frames to
determine the type of sub-shots present in the video. Contrary to the use of experimentally determined
thresholds for identifying the type of the detected camera motion, the method of (Abdollahian, Taskiran,
Pizlo, & Delp, 2010) introduces the concept of “camera view” as the basic structural unit of a single-shot
UGV. It detects changes in the camera view using a simplified three-parameter global camera motion
model in the three major directions (i.e. horizontal, vertical, and radial) which is estimated with the help
of the Integral Template Matching algorithm (Lan, Ma, & Zhang, 2003). Finally, trained binary Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) are used to classify the camera motion of each video frame, and the final
segmentation is created by grouping together neighboring frames that exhibit the same type of camera
motion. Following a similar, threshold-less approach, the authors of (Karaman et al., 2014) propose the
use of hierarchical hidden Markov models (HHMM) for the indexing of daily living activities in videos
acquired from wearable cameras, while an algorithm that combines the concept of “camera views” and
the use of hidden Markov models for performing camera motion-based segmentation of UGVs was presented in (González-Dı́az et al., 2015). Other motion-based approaches can be found in (Luo et al.,
2009) and (Treetasanatavorn, Heuer, Rauschenbach, Illgner, & Kaup, 2004), while a study on different
approaches for the estimation of motion in colour image sequences can be found in (Benois-Pineau,
Lovell, & Andrews, 2013).
Besides the aforementioned classes of methods, other techniques for the fine-grained segmentation
of videos into sub-shots have been proposed. The early approach from (Koprinska & Carrato, 1998) and
the more recently proposed algorithm from (Kelm et al., 2009) exploit motion vector information from the
compressed video stream at the macro-block level. The methods in (Grana & Cucchiara, 2006) and (Chu
et al., 2010) extract various descriptors from the video frames (e.g. color histograms and motion features) and subdivided each shot of the video into sub-shots by clustering its frames into an appropriately
determined number of clusters with the help of the c-means and k-means clustering algorithms, respectively. A couple of techniques that utilize data from auxiliary camera sensors (e.g. gps, gyroscope and
accelerometers) to identify the camera motion type for every video sub-shot or to identify a group of
events in UGVs were discussed in (Wang, Seo, & Zimmermann, 2012) and (Cricri, Dabov, Curcio, Mate,
& Gabbouj, 2011) respectively. On a slightly different context, algorithms capable to analyze egocentric
or wearable videos were presented in (Lu & Grauman, 2013) and (Xu et al., 2015). Last but not least,
several video sub-shot segmentation approaches based on the extraction and processing of 3D spatiotemporal slices (e.g. (Ngo, Pong, & Zhang, 2003) and (Ngo, Ma, & Zhang, 2005)) and using statistical
analysis (e.g. (Mohanta, Saha, & Chanda, 2008), (Omidyeganeh, Ghaemmaghami, & Shirmohammadi,
2011) and (Guo, Xu, Sun, Luo, & Sbert, 2016)) were reported, while a comparative study evaluating the
performance of different approaches for sub-shot segmentation relying on the extraction and matching
of local descriptors, the Pyramidal Lucas-Kanade (PLK) local feature tracker, or block matching motion
estimation techniques can be found in (Cooray & O’Connor, 2010).
4.1.3

Developed approaches

4.1.3.1 Video sub-shot fragmentation based on the detection of camera activity Motivated by
the motion-based algorithm in (Cooray et al., 2009), our first implementation aims to identify several typc InVID Consortium, 2017
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ical activities that take place during the recording of the video. These include camera pan (i.e. horizontal
movement), camera tilt (i.e. vertical movement), any combination of them (i.e. diagonal movement),
camera zoom in and camera zoom out. Through the detection and combination of these basic activities more complex video capturing actions can be also identified, such as the ones imitating the use
of camera dolly 11 or camera crane 12 equipment. The detection of the aforementioned activities is
performed by estimating the spatial displacement between a pair of consecutive or neighboring video
frames through the following image matching procedure.
The visual content of each frame is represented by extracting a set of SURF local descriptors (Bay,
Ess, Tuytelaars, & Gool, 2008) after setting the Hessian parameter of the algorithm, which affects the
number of detected keypoints, equal to 400. Then, for a pair of neighboring frames Fi and Fi+ j (with j being the frame sampling step) the algorithm applies a descriptor matching process in a brute force manner
(i.e. each descriptor extracted from one frame was matched against all the descriptors extracted from
the following frame), looking each time for the 2 best matches via k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) search.
So, for each detected keypoint in frame i it searches for the best matches in frame i + j that correspond
to the two nearest neighbors N1 and N2 . Erroneous matches are then filtered-out based on the following
rule: keep a keypoint in frame i and its corresponding best match in frame i + j if kN1 k / kN2 k ≤ 0.8,
where k · k is the Manhattan distance between the keypoint and the corresponding nearest neighbor.
Finally, the algorithm uses the set of remaining matches for calculating a 2x3 homography matrix between the pair of frames using the RANSAC algorithm (Fischler & Bolles, 1981). The entries of the last
column of this 2x3 matrix correspond to the computed translation (in pixels) at the x- and y-axis. The
result of aforementioned image matching process after processing a couple of neighboring frames from
the introductory shot of the “Spectre” film is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The utilized image matching process on a couple of neigboring video frames from “Spectre”.
The top row shows the two neigboring frames. The bottom row shows the matched local descriptors and
the estimated spatial displacement between these frames based on the computed homography matrix.
The computed homography matrix for this couple of frames is the following. From the entries in the
last column of this matrix is seems that the algorithm estimated a (left) translation of approx. 75 pixels
at the x-axis and a (upward) translation of approx. 12 pixels at the y-axis.


+0.838 +0.001 −74.871
(1)
−0.009 +0.801 +12.039
For “enhancing” the differences in the visual content of a pair of frames and, thus, facilitating the
detection of any spatial displacement among them, the above mentioned image matching process is not
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crane
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applied on the entire set of frames but in a subset of them, created after sampling the video frames with
a constant step equal to the 20% of the video frame-rate (i.e. after selecting 5 equally distant frames
per second). After processing each consecutive pair of frames of this subset, the algorithm stores the
values of the computed homography matrix that correspond to the translation at the x- and y-axis. The
latter results in two vectors of scores when the analysis of the entire subset of frames is completed; one
with the x-translation values (denoted as Vx in the sequel) and another one with the y-translation values
(denoted as Vy in the sequel). These vectors are post-processed in order to extract information about
the type of the video recording activity that caused the estimated spatial displacement over a sequence
of video frames. In particular, the algorithm:
– computes the moving average of each vector with the help of a sliding window of size equal to 3,
creating vectors Vx0 and Vy0 respectively;
– identifies the local minima and maxima of the vectors Vx0 and Vy0 and keeps the local extrema that
exceed the upper and lower, experimentally set, thresholds t1 and t2 ;
– for each local extrema of Vx0 it finds its previous and following inflection points that correspond to
the starting and ending time of a video fragment which contains translation at x-axis;
– for each local extrema of Vy0 it finds its previous and following inflection points that correspond to
the starting and ending time of a video fragment which contains translation at y-axis;
– the identified sets of video fragments with translation at x- and y-axis from the above analysis are
merged and any short-term fragments are filtered-out as outliers, resulting in a new set of video
fragments.
This set contains fragments of the four following types:
– fragments containing translation at x-axis only;
– fragments containing translation at y-axis only;
– fragments containing translation at both x- and y-axis;
– fragments with no significant translation at both x- and y-axis.
However, UGVs are, most commonly, captured by amateurs without the use of any professional
equipment that ensures the stability of the visual content. So, they might depict a number of short-term
minor movements caused by slight hand motion of the camera holder. For filtering-out video fragments
depicting this type of minor visual alteration the algorithm computes the total conducted translation at
x- and y-axis for each defined fragment in the above collection, by summing the individual translation
scores (absolute values) of each pair of frames in the fragment. The computed total translation scores
are then expressed as percentage of the video dimensions (i.e. the total translation score at x-axis as
percentage of the video’s width, and the total translation score at y-axis as percentage of the video’s
height). The video fragments with total translation scores at both x- and y-axis less than a threshold
t3 , (which is also a percentage of the video dimensions), are marked as fragments with minor or no
activity and merged with neighboring video fragments of the same type (i.e. with no or minor activity).
By adjusting the value of threshold t3 we are able to modify the sensitivity and response of the developed
sub-shot segmentation approach when minor movement of the video recording device takes place. The
remaining fragments (i.e. the ones with total translation scores at x- and/or y-axis greater than threshold
t3 ) are further examined for indicating the type of camera activity that took place during their capturing.
Specifically, through a set of experimentally defined rules and conditions about the curvature and
correlation of vectors Vx0 and Vy0 (see Fig. 6 for indicative examples of this correlation for different types
of camera activity), the developed approach distinguishes the following eleven types of camera activity:
i) minor camera or object motion, ii) mainly right camera motion, iii) diagonal right and upward camera
motion, iv) diagonal right and downward camera motion or camera zoom in, v) mainly left camera motion,
vi) diagonal left and downward camera motion, vii) diagonal left and upward camera motion or camera
zoom out, viii) mainly upward camera motion, ix) diagonal upward and right camera motion, x) mainly
downward camera motion, and xi) diagonal downward and left camera motion.
Finally, for every sub-shot the algorithm extracts three representative keyframes that are uniformly
distributed in the video fragment, i.e. are equally distant from each other and from the starting and
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Figure 6: Indicative examples of the correlation between the values of vectors Vx0 (x-translation scores,
depicted as Series 1 in the diagrams) and Vy0 (y-translation scores, depicted as Series 2 in the diagrams)
for different types of camera activity. The comparison of the curvature of each vector against a set
of experimentally defined rules and the correlation between the values of each vector results in the
identification of eleven different types of camera activity for the detected video fragments.
ending frames of the sub-shot. These keyframes are used by the developed concept-based video labeling algorithm (see Section 4.2) for the segment-level semantic annotation of the video, and by the
implemented thumbnail extraction method (see Section 4.1.3.3) that is responsible for selecting the most
appropriate ones as representative thumbails of the video.
Details about the performance of this sub-shot segmentation algorithm, in terms of detection accuracy and time efficiency are given in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.3.2 Video sub-shot fragmentation based on the visual coherence Based on the findings of
the first testing cycle of InVID (in WP7) regarding the performance of the motion-based sub-shot segmentation algorithm presented in the previous section, and driven by the established requirements concerning the time needed for analysis, we developed another approach for temporal fragmentation of
UGVs aiming to significantly speed-up the analysis (thus heavily reducing the required processing time)
while also targeting to improve its ability to define the appropriate video segments. This method decomposes a single-shot video into sub-shots by assessing the visual resemblance of neighboring frames
of the video. For this, the visual content of each processed video frame is described with the help of
the well-known Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which is an internal processing step when extracting
the MPEG-7 Color Layout Descriptor (Kasutani & Yamada, 2001). The pipeline for computing the DCTbased representation of a video frame is illustrated in Fig. 7 and is also the one used by the implemented
DCT-based Near Duplicate Detection technique reported in Section 4.2 of D3.1. According to this approach, the video frame is initially resized to m×m dimensions for increasing the resilience of the analysis
against changes in the image aspect ratio and size (step 1 in Fig. 7). Following, the resized image is
represented as a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies via a two-dimensional DCT
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(step 2). The outcome of this process is an m × m matrix (for illustration purposes, m = 8 in the depicted
example) where the top-left element corresponds to the DC coefficient (zero-frequency) and every other
element moving from left to right and from top to bottom corresponds to an increase in the horizontal
and vertical frequency by a half cycle, respectively. Subsequently, the top-left r × r part (r < m) of the
computed matrix (r = 3 in the depicted example) is kept, while high-frequency coefficients are discarded,
thus removing information related to the visual details of the image (step 3). Finally, a matrix reshaping
process is applied to piece together the rows of the extracted r × r sub-matrix to a single row vector (step
4), and the DC coefficient is then removed (step 5), forming a row vector of size r2 − 1 that represents
the image.

Figure 7: The steps of the applied analysis for extracting the DCT-based representation of the visual
content of each processed video frame.
Using the above described DCT-based representation, the visual similarity between a pair of frames
is estimated by computing the cosine similarity. Specifically, given a pair of video frames Fi and Fj with
Di ·D j
descriptor vectors Di and D j respectively, their visual resemblance Vi, j is calculated by: Vi, j = kDi kkD
,
jk
where · denotes the dot product of the descriptor vectors and kk denotes their Euclidean norm. However,
subsequent frames of a video, even with the standar frame-rate of 30fps, usually exhibit high visual
similarity, which is even bigger for videos of greater frame-rates that users are allowed to capture with
modern smartphones or other devices (such as GoPro cameras which support video recoding up to
240fps). Guided by this fact, and similarly to the design and development of the previously described
motion-based sub-shot segmentation approach, the aforementioned pair-wise similarity estimation is
not applied for every pair of consecutive video frames, but only for neigboring ones selected via a
frame-sampling strategy with a fixed-step equal to 33% of the video frame-rate (i.e. it keeps 3 equally
distant frames per second). The result of this pair-wise similarity estimation process for the entire set of
selected frames is a series of similarity scores which is post-processed for indicating: i) visually coherent
video segments with minor activity (exhibiting high visual resemblance) and ii) parts of the video with
dynamically changed visual content that denotes major activity (showing lower visual resemblance).
Specifically, the computed series of scores is smoothed with the help of a sliding mean average
window of size 3, for reducing the effect of sudden, short-term changes in the visual content of the video
(such as the ones introduced after camera flashlights or slight hand movement of the camera holder).
Then, the turning points of the smoothed series are defined by computing its 2nd derivative. Each
turning point signifies a change in the similarity tendency and therefore a sub-shot boundary. The latter
implies that each video sub-shot is delimited by a pair of subsequent turning points in the smoothed
series of similarity scores. An example of a smoothed series of similarity scores containing the detected
sub-shot boundaries (see yellow vertical lines) is presented in Fig. 8.
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Figure 8: An example of the smoothed series of similarity scores (green curve), the identified sub-shot
boundaries (yellow vertical lines) and the selected representative keyframe ( blue vertical lines) for each
one of them.
This figure also depicts (see blue vertical lines) the selected keyframe for each defined sub-shot. For
the sub-shots with minor visual alteration this keyframe corresponds to the middle one, while for the subshots that depict some activity (caused either by some of the aforementioned camera activities and/or
by the displacement of the shown visual objects) this keyframe corresponds to the most “dynamic” one
(i.e. the most dissimilar to the previous neigboring frame from the set of sampled frames that constitute
the sub-shot). Finally, two additional keyframes are selected for each sub-shot through a process that
defines two sub-parts of the fragment, one being from the starting frame to the selected keyframe and
another one being from the selected keyframe to the ending frame of the fragment, and keeps the
middle frame of each sub-part. As before, these representative keyframes are further analyzed by the
developed InVID technologies for concept-based video labeling and video thumbnail extraction.
Details regarding the precision and time performance of this method are reported in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.3.3 Video thumbnail extraction Drawing input by the algorithms for video temporal fragmentation, this method aims to define a small set of representative keyframes that will be used as video
thumbnails in the User Interface of the InVID Dashboard and the Verification Application. In particular,
given the collection of extracted keyframes from a video, it describes the visual content of each keyframe
using one of the following approaches:
– by extracting low-level features through the above discussed DCT-based methodology;
– by extracting high-level features with the help of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) in a
way similar to the algorithm proposed in (Yue-Hei Ng, Yang, & Davis, 2015), using the Caffe DCNN
framework (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) and the pre-trained GoogLeNet model (Szegedy et al., 2015).
Following, it clusters the extracted feature vectors using the k-means algorithm, after setting the number of clusters equal to the amount of thumbnails that need to be extracted (this is the only user-defined
parameter of the software, which by default equals to 3). Each of these clusters is then represented
by the keyframe that is the closest to the center of the cluster, thus being the most visually characteristic one, and this keyframe is selected as one of the video thumbnails. As a final processing step,
the implemented algorithm orders the list of extracted thumbnails, enabling the user to select the most
appropriate one(s) if a smaller number of thumbnails (e.g. a single one of them) is needed compared
to the extracted ones. For this, it computes the dispersion of each defined cluster and it sorts the list of
thumbnails based on the descending ordering of the calculated dispersion values.
The time performance of this analysis component is very high, ensuring that no critical overhead
load is imposed to the video fragmentation process. Specifically, the DCT-based approach for thumbnail
extraction requires 3.5 msec. per keyframe, which means that for a video of 100 sub-shots only 1/3 of a
second is needed for thumbnail extraction. The DCNN-based method for thumbnails extraction demands
31 msec. per keyframe, so for the same video of 100 sub-shots the needed time for thumbnail extraction
is approximately 3 seconds. An indicative example of the top-3 extracted thumbnails for the introductory
uncut shot of the “Spectre” film by each one of the implemented approaches for the representation of
the visual content is presented in Fig. 9 bellow. As shown in this figure, both algorithms selected as
the most appropriate one (top-1) a keyframe from the same part of the video (the one that shows the
carnival parade in the street of the town). However, the remaining selected thumbnails by the DCTbased method exhibit a visual correlation that is higher than the corresponding one for the DCNN-based
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technique, which indicates the usefulness of the extracted high-level descriptors in producing a better
sub-clustering of the set of extracted keyframes, thus resulting in a better set of video thumbnails.

Figure 9: The top-3 (from left to right) thumbnails extracted for the introductory part of “Spectre” using
the two different approaches for representing the visual content of the extracted keyframes. The top row
shows the selected thumbnails by the DCT-based method and the bottom row shows the corresponding
thumbnails after using the DCNN-based method.

4.1.4

Evaluation

Driven by the lack of online available annotated datasets that can be used for evaluating the performance
of the developed sub-shot segmentation approaches 13 , we built our own ground-truth dataset. This
dataset consists of 35 videos of 82 minutes total duration, which can be divided in the following video
genres:
– 15 user-generated videos captured in CERTH’s premises using an iPhone (denoted as “Recorded”
in the sequel); these videos were created in a way which ensures the presence of all possible
different types of camera activity, i.e. multi-directional camera motion and camera zoom in/out.
– 14 uncut shots (also known as “long takes”) from known films found on YouTube (denoted as
“Films” in the sequel); these videos have been created with the use of professional video capturing equipment under fully controlled recording conditions, so their visual content exhibits stability,
continuity and professional quality.
– 5 user-generated videos found on YouTube (denoted as “UGVs” in the sequel); these videos are a
typical example of the amateur videos distributed on social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
and video sharing platforms (e.g. YouTube, Vimeo, etc.), including several types of visual distortion e.g. due to changes in the lighting conditions and short-term displacements of the recording
device.
– 1 CCTV demo video found on YouTube (denoted as “CCTV” in the sequel); this is a video demo that
presents the functionalities and recording capabilities of a CCTV camera, however it is relatively
old, so its visual quality is low in parts of it due to the limited performance of the camera (e.g. highly
blurred image when rapid focal change takes place).
The ground-truth for this dataset was created based on human-observation and through an annotation process that indicated: i) parts of the video with no or minor visual activity, ii) parts of the video
13 Some datasets used in the works reported in Section 4.1.2 do exist, such as the TRECVid 2007 rushes summarization dataset (http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/tv2007/tv2007.html#2.4), the UT Ego dataset (http://vision
.cs.utexas.edu/projects/egocentric data/UT Egocentric Dataset.html), the ADL dataset (http://people.csail.mit
.edu/hpirsiav/codes/ADLdataset/adl.html) and the GTEA Gaze dataset (http://ai.stanford.edu/~alireza/GTEA Gaze
Website/), but these datasets were designed for assessing the efficiency of methods targeting specific types of analysis, such
as the detection of video rushes and the identification of everyday activities.
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with contiguous camera activity of a particular type, (i.e. left camera pan, camera zoom in, right and
upward camera movement), iii) parts of the video where both the camera and the captured object are
moving (i.e. tracking a moving person with a moving camera), and iv) parts of the video where the visual
content is modified due to the activity (e.g. entrance, movement or exit) of the dominant visual object(s).
For the video fragments of the second and third category, the direction of the conducted movement was
also registered and will be used in our future developments for supporting the automatic identification of
several camera activities. The documentation of the dataset and the generated ground-truth data will be
made publicly available in the next months via the InVID community in Zenodo 14 .
The two developed sub-shot segmentation algorithms were compared against a number of other
approaches that rely on the use of well-known visual features. Specifically, we built and evaluated:
– A method similar to (Pan et al., 2007), that assesses the visual similarity of neighboring video
frames with the help of HSV histograms and the Chi Square metric (denoted as “HSV” in the
sequel).
– A technique that partially overlaps the developed motion-based sub-shot segmentation algorithm
and uses the ORB (oriented BRIEF) descriptor (Rublee, Rabaud, Konolige, & Bradski, 2011) (denoted as “ORB” in the sequel). For the pair of video frames Fa and Fb , this method extracts
ORB descriptors for the keypoints of the frames and matches them through a Brute-Force, 2-NN
searching strategy that computes the Hamming distance of the nearest neighbors. Then, the same
distance ratio criterion is utilized for filtering-out erroneous matches, while the remaining ones (inliers) are used for measuring the visual similarity Sa,b of the frames through the following formula:
a Mb
Sa,b = max{ M
Da , Db }, where Ma is the number of matched descriptors of the frame Fa , Da is the total
number of extracted descriptors from the frame Fa , Mb is the number of matched descriptors of the
frame Fb and Db is the total number of extracted descriptors from the frame Fb .
– A variation of the algorithm in (Cooray et al., 2011), which computes the optical flow for a sparse
feature set (denoted as “SOF” in the sequel). For this, we used the “goodFeaturesToTrack” algorithm of OpenCV to detect corners in the images and the iterative Lucas-Kanade method to
estimate the optical flow. Then, we averaged the resulting motion vector to end up with a single vector that describes the camera movement. Finally, the similarity between neighboring video
frames was estimated using the inverse of the magnitude of this vector.
– An alternative approach that estimates the visual resemblance of a pair of video frames with the
help of DCNN-based features (denoted as “DCNN” in the sequel). For this, we used the Caffe
DCNN framework (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) to extract the convolutional responses of the “inception 3a/output” layer of the pre-trained GoogLeNet model (Szegedy et al., 2015), and we applied
a method similar to (Yue-Hei Ng et al., 2015) using max pooling (instead of VLAD aggregation), to
speed-up the feature extraction process. Finally, the visual similarity is evaluated by computing the
L2 distance between the formed DCNN vectors.
The findings regarding the performance of the studied sub-shot segmentation methodologies (in
terms of Precision, Recall and F-Score values) are reported in the following Table 9. As a general comment, these data make clear that the fine-grained fragmentation of a single-shot video into sequences
of frames showing either a visually static scene or a continuous and contiguous change of the visual
content due to typical video recording activities, is a highly challenging task. Looking at the most global
metric F-Score, the best performance is achieved by the developed algorithm that assesses the visual
coherence of neighboring video frames with the help of DCT descriptors (described in Section 4.1.3.2),
while the second best corresponds to the developed motion-based approach that relies on the extraction
and matching of SURF descriptors (presented in Section 4.1.3.1). Then, simpler methods that assess
the visual similarity of video frames with the help of HSV histograms or ORB local descriptors exhibit
less competitive performance, similar to the one shown by the optical flow algorithm. Finally, the tested
DCNN-based technique was proven to be the least effective one.
Analyzing a bit more the detection effectiveness of each of the evaluated techniques with the help
of the computed Precision and Recall scores, we can see that the implemented DCT-based approach
has, by far, the highest Recall score, which means that a large number of video fragments is defined
by the analysis. However, the Precision score of this method indicates that only a small part of these
fragments correspond to actual sub-shots of the ground-truth dataset, thus resulting in a medium level
14 https://zenodo.org/communities/invid-h2020
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of overall performance (expressed by the F-Score value). The most efficient algorithms in terms of
Precision, seem to be the ones that rely on the extraction and matching of low- or mid-level features between neighboring frames (e.g. SURF, ORB and DCNN features), with the best one being the developed
motion-based method that also identifies the camera activity through the estimation of the homography
matrix. Competitive performance with the best one in terms of Recall scores is recorded for the implemented HSV-based and the SOF-based algorithms, however the Precision of both of these methods is
lower than that of the DCT-based approach.
Table 9: The experimental results regarding the performance (in terms of Precision, Recall and F-Score)
of the six tested sub-shot segmentation approaches for four different types of videos.
Motion-based
Visual coherence
HSV
Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
Recorded
0,833
0,851
0,842
0,709
0,957
0,814
0,551
0,753
0,636
Films
0,319
0,409
0,358
0,283
0,794
0,417
0,182
0,720
0,291
UGVs
0,330
0,521
0,404
0,193
0,782
0,309
0,162
0,790
0,269
CCTV
0,522
0,414
0,462
0,622
0,966
0,757
0,206
0,897
0,335
Total
0,381
0,487
0,428
0,296
0,820
0,435
0,196
0,744
0,311
ORB
SOF
DCNN
Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score
Recorded
0,496
0,681
0,574
0,628
0,755
0,686
1,000
0,043
0,082
Films
0,282
0,445
0,345
0,176
0,845
0,292
0,352
0,189
0,246
UGVs
0,253
0,311
0,279
0,235
0,780
0,362
0,469
0,252
0,328
CCTV
0,253
0,724
0,375
0,315
0,586
0,410
0,429
0,207
0,279
Total
0,301
0,464
0,365
0,204
0,815
0,326
0,378
0,181
0,246
Finally, by evaluating the performance of the tested technologies for the different types of video
content we can see that the highest efficiency for almost all methods (besides the DCNN-based one)
is presented for the generated videos in CERTH’s premisses, while this performance is reduced for
the other categories. This is reasonable due to the fact that these videos were captured in a way that
minimizes the existence of camera shakes, blurs or changes in illumination that are common in amateur
UGVs and induce the detection of false alarms by the sub-shot segmentation algorithms. Moreover,
between the top-2 methods (i.e. the DCT-based one and the motion-based one) the algorithm that relies
on the assessment of the visual coherence exhibits better performance in cases where a moving person
is tracked by a moving camera (such as in films) and in cases where a static scene changes due to the
activity of a visual object (such as in CCTV videos), while the motion-based one is slightly better in the
case of amateur UGVs.
Concerning time-efficiency, the needed time for analysis by each tested method is reported in the
following Table 10. The required processing time is expressed as a percentage of the video duration,
with a value equal to 100% meaning that the analysis can be performed in real-time. The reported
scores indicate that the developed DCT-based sub-shot segmentation algorithm is the fastest one, being
more than 25 times faster than real-time analysis, while rather similar performance is observed for the
HSV- and the ORB-based approaches. However, both of these methods exhibited significantly lower
performance in terms of detection accuracy. The SOF- and the DCNN-based algorithms are 2 to 3
times slower, while the motion-based one that involves the extraction and matching of complex local
descriptors (compared to the binary ORB descriptors) and the estimation of the homography between
pairs of frames is by far the slowest one (i.e. being a bit faster than real-time analysis).
Table 10: The experimental results about the time-efficiency of the six tested sub-shot segmentation
approaches in terms of the needed time for analysis (expressed as a percentage of the video duration).
Processing time
Approach
(% of video duration)
Motion-based
92,556
Visual coherence
3,677
HSV
4,166
ORB
8,781
SOF
10,714
DCNN
13,367
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Based on the findings concerning the detection accuracy and the time-efficiency of each tested
approach we concluded that the best choice for the fragmentation of single-shot videos in the InVID
platform is the developed DCT-based algorithm. This method is the best trade-off between accurate
and fast analysis. Moreover, it was more effective when it was compared against the motion-based one
with the help of the developed web application for video fragmentation and reverse keyframe search
(see Section 4.1.6 bellow). Through the assessment of the visual coherence of different parts of the
video with the help of the DCT-based approach, the users of the application were provided a rich set of
representative keyframes in a very shot time after the submission of the video for analysis, and this set
of keyframes supported the successful search and retrieval of near duplicates of the video from the web.
Nevertheless, as shown by the computed values about the detection accuracy of this method, this is
room for further improvement, mainly in terms of Precision, and this will be our main focus for the future
developments of the project at this direction.
4.1.5

API

The InVID video fragmentation and thumbnail extraction module has been implemented as a REST
service using the Python Bottle (version 0.11.5) framework. The service, that is hosted by CERTH, integrates the developed algorithms for video sub-shot segmentation and thumbnail extraction. Moreover, it
includes existing CERTH technologies for temporal fragmentation of professional, multi-shot videos into
shots (Apostolidis & Mezaris, 2014) and scenes (Sidiropoulos et al., 2011) (scenes being defined as
groups of visually coherent and temporally aligned shots that correspond to the story-telling parts of the
video).
The base URL of the service is: http://multimedia2.iti.gr:8080 and the access to the service
is permitted only to authorized users with a valid user key. For each registered user there is a limit
regarding the total duration of video content sent for analysis during the last 10 hours of operation. As
input, the service takes the URL of the video file that needs to be analyzed; this URL can link to a video
file hosted in online repositories (both FTP and HTTP), or found in video/file sharing platforms and social
networks 15 . As output, the service creates: i) a JSON file with the video fragmentation analysis results,
ii) two collections of image files that correspond to the extracted keyframes for the detected shots and
sub-shots of the video, and iii) a collection of image files that correspond to the extracted thumbnails
for the video. For initiating the video fragmentation analysis for a given video, the user must commit
an HTTP POST request on http://multimedia2.iti.gr:8080/segmentation. The body of the HTTP
POST request is in JSON format and contains the following parameters:
– “video url”: the URL of the video to be processed
– “login”, “password”: optional parameters used for authentication checks in case of passwordprotected repositories
– “user key”: a unique 32-digits access key that allows access to the service
– “kf num sh”: an optional argument that defines the number of extracted keyframes per video shot
(default value is 3)
– “kf num sb”: an optional argument that defines the number of extracted keyframes per video subshot (default value is 3)
– “thumb num”: an optional argument that defines the number of extracted thumbnails for the video
(default value is 3)
The communication between the REST service and the user is synchronous only during the transmission of the call. Before turning into asynchronous, and thus enabling the submission of a new HTTP
POST request from the same user, the service provides details (in JSON format) about the successful
receipt of the analysis request and the assigned identifier to the video file, or informs the user concerning
a number of different violated conditions (e.g. wrongly formatted analysis request, total video duration
exceeded, or broken video URL) that prevented the initialization of the analysis.
15 The currently supported online sources include YouTube, DailyMotion, Facebook, Twitter and Dropbox; nevertheless, failure
of the video fetching process can be experienced based on the operation of the used third party video downloading software (i.e.
the “you-get” downloader from https://pypi.python.org/pypi/you-get), and platform- or user-defined restrictions about the
use of the video.
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After the start of the video processing, the user is able to get information about the status of the analysis by committing an HTTP GET request on http://multimedia2.iti.gr:8080/status/<video id>,
where “video id” is the automatically assigned identifier to the video file. Then, the service responds
with a text message describing in details the conducted progress concerning the analysis of the video.
Moreover, through a set of specific HTTP GET requests the user is able to get:
– the JSON file with the analysis results that include temporal information about the detected scenes,
shots and sub-shots of the video (i.e. their time boundaries in seconds), the defined keyframes for
each video shot and sub-shot (i.e. their timestamps in seconds), and the extracted thumbnails (i.e.
their ordering and their timestamps in seconds);
– the set of extracted keyframes for the shots of the video (as a zipped file);
– the set of extracted keyframes for the sub-shots of the video (as a zipped file);
– the set of extracted thumbnails for the video (as a zipped file);
– the extracted keyframes for the shots of the video on a one-by-one basis;
– the extracted keyframes for the sub-shots of the video on a one-by-one basis.
Last but not least, the user of the service should be informed that the video files submitted to the web
service for analysis and the corresponding analysis results are automatically deleted from the server
approximately 48 to 72 hours after their analysis is completed.
4.1.6

Web application for reverse keyframe search

As presented in D6.2, the InVID Verification Application integrates a component for automatic near duplicate video detection (see Section 3.3.1 of D6.2) which utilizes the corresponding technologies reported
in Section 4 of D3.1. However, wanting to offer to the users/journalists an alternative solution for this
specific video verification process (which can also serve as a teaser for attracting users to the complete
InVID Verification Application), we built an interactive web application that supports fast near duplicate
video detection via keyframe extraction and reverse keyframe search. This web application is based on
utilizing the results of the video fragmentation and keyframe/thumbnail extraction component described
above.
The existence of other online tools that support the search and retrieval of near duplicates of an
image or video is a strong indication that this type of analysis is very useful when trying to determine
the originality of an online shared video. For example, the Youtube DataViewer of the Amnesty International 16 enables the users to find near duplicates of a YouTube video, while the Custom Reverse
Image Search of the IntelTechniques 17 extends this search on other platforms, including Vimeo, Facebook, Vine, Instagram, LiveLeak and Backpage. However, both of these solutions perform reverse video
search based on a limited set of randomly selected keyframes/thumbnails that has been associated to
the video, thus excluding parts of the video that could enhance the reverse search or be of particular
interest to the user. Moreover, the search is supported only for videos available online, thus making
impossible the reverse video search for a video stored in the user’s machine. In contrast, our web application extracts a dynamic number of keyframes in a way which ensures that all the visually discrete
parts of the video are adequately represented through the extracted set of keyframes. Furthermore, as
described in the following, it supports the direct analysis of both online available videos from several
platforms and local copies of a video from the user’s machine without requiring its prior upload to any
video sharing platform. In this way, it assists users to quickly discover the temporal structure of a video,
to extract detailed information about the video content and to use this data in their reverse video search
queries. A slightly different approach is applied by Spotter 18 , which is an online reverse video search
engine. According to its creators, Spotter uses advanced Computer Vision and Machine Learning techniques to track any video on the web by using a video as query and searching on a constantly increasing
database of pre-analyzed and indexed videos. This means that the efficiency of the search and thus,
the quality of the analysis results heavily depend on the size of the indexed video content in the Spotter
platform. A preliminary evaluation using a small number of videos (due to restrictions raised by the beta
version of the tool) showed that the analysis depends on a manually extendable set of automatically
16 https://citizenevidence.amnestyusa.org/
17 https://inteltechniques.com/osint/reverse.video.html
18 https://spotter.tech/
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extracted keywords from the name of the video. In most cases it led to the retrieval of a reasonable
number of occurrences of the video in various platforms (e.g. Facebook and Youtube) but it failed to
find the most needed or the most associated media item with the video (be it the most shared tweet
on the topic and the one that started all the buzz around the video, or the original video that was faked
and reused), while in other cases the tool was not able to find any near duplicates of a video with many
copies on YouTube. Motivated by the index-based methodology of Spotter, in InVID we will go for an
integrated solution for reverse video search. In particular, the web application presented in this section
and the near duplicate detection component reported in D3.1, will have a complementary role, in the
sense that the created index of the analyzed videos via the near duplicate detection component of the
InVID Verification Application will be an additional source of information when looking for near duplicates
with the help of the developed web application for video fragmentation and reverse keyframe search. In
this way, a more complete search that involves the internal (i.e. within the InVID platform) and external
(i.e. within the Web) investigation for near duplicates of a given video will be enabled for the users of the
application.
The developed web application is hosted by CERTH and can be accessed at http://multimedia2
.iti.gr/videofragmentation v4/service/start.html. As depicted in Fig. 10, its user interface contains: i) instructions of use and limitations of the service, ii) details about the generated analysis results
and the video rights, and iii) an entry point for submitting a video for analysis. The latter can be done
either via providing the URL of an online available video or by uploading a local copy of it from the user’s
machine. The supported online video sources include YouTube, DailyMotion, Facebook, Twitter and
Dropbox. However, not all videos from these platforms are accessible to our service due to platformspecific or user-defined restrictions about the use of each specific video. Moreover, the provided URL
should always point to a single video, rather than a playlist of videos. The supported video formats
include “mp4, “webm”, “avi”, “mov”, “wmv”, “ogv”, “mpg”, “flv” and “mkv”.

Figure 10: The start page of the developed web application for video keyframe extraction and reverse
keyframe search.
After submitting a video for analysis the user is able to monitor the progress of the analysis and, after
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its completion, to get on the screen a unique link to the analysis results. Alternatively, if the user provided
an e-mail account (optional) s/he may close the browser and be notified by e-mail when the analysis
results are ready. The analysis is based on the video sub-shot segmentation algorithm described in
Section 4.1.3.2 and the analysis results are being displayed with the help of the interactive user interface
illustrated in Fig. 11. This interface allows the user to explore the video structure (sub-shots) and perform
reverse image search on the set of extracted keyframes. The latter can be done simply by left clicking
on any desired keyframe and selecting “Search Google for this Image”, an action that initiates a Google
Image Search; the results of this search are served to the user in a new tab of his/her browser (see the
example in Fig. 12). The created unique link is accessible only for 48 hours, while after this time period,
the link, the original video and the analysis results are automatically deleted from our server. Last but
not least, all video rights remain with the uploader, who is assumed to have the right to submit the video
to this service for analysis.

Figure 11: The interactive user interface with the extracted keyframes and the reverse keyframe search
functionality.
This technology has been thoroughly evaluated through the first three testing cycles of the project
(see Section 4.3 of D7.1). Based on the partners’ feedback, several improvements were performed,
including:
– the development of a faster method for the fragmentation of the video (as mentioned in the beginning of Section 4.1.3.2);
– the analysis of online available videos (only locally available videos in the users’ machine could be
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Figure 12: The analysis results of a Google Image Search for an extracted keyframe after analyzing
a YouTube video with the developed web application. More than 180 links to the video were found,
including 12 different copies of the original video.
submitted for analysis in the initial version of the application);
– the direct access to the analysis results (by making optional the provision and use of an e-mail
account as means for receiving the unique link to the analysis results);
– the simplification of the reverse keyframe search process;
– updating its documentation by including more condensed and descriptive details about the use of
the service and a statement about the video rights.
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Nevertheless, further improvements are required, which are mostly related to the visual content of
the extracted keyframes and, thus, their appropriateness for reverse keyframe search. In particular, the
conducted tests indicated the need to: i) filter out blurred or blank frames with limited or no usability in
terms of reverse keyframe search, ii) select more descriptive and representative keyframes from a video
sub-shot, and iii) extract a larger number of keyframes from video sub-shots characterized by intense
local or global motion. Moreover, a set of suggestions concerning the design, the functionality and the
usability of the user interface was also provided by the testers of the web application. These suggestions
will be taken under consideration for preparing the next version of the web application, which is currently
under development and will be released within the first week of July.
The aforementioned requirements will guide or future developments on the tool, that will include:
i) the integration of an algorithm for detecting and discarding blurred or blank keyframes, ii) the implementation of a method for assessing the “representativeness” of each keyframe and selecting the
most desirable ones, iii) the extension of the utilized sub-shot segmentation approach in order to extract
and exploit information about the dynamics (e.g. via estimating the intensity of motion activity) of each
fragment, and iv) the improvement of the user interface according to the experts’ needs.

4.2
4.2.1

Concept-based Video Labeling
Motivation and foreseen use

With the help of the InVID Dashboard the user (i.e. a journalist) is able to gather a set of videos related
to a certain topic of interest. This process includes the collection of various types of online available
contextual information and metadata about these videos, such as subtitles, date of creation/publish,
related posts and so on. However, there is a rich source of information about their content which is
still unexploitable; their visual content itself. Driven by the need to extract human-interpretable metadata concerning the video content, we built a method that performs concept-based video labeling via
detecting a set of high-level visual concepts (such as “car”, “building”, “demonstration”, “running”) in the
video fragments defined by the video fragmentation component of the InVID platform. For this, it applies a fragment-level semantic concept detection, assigning one or more semantic concepts to each
fragment (which is represented via a set of keyframes) based on a predefined list of visual concepts. In
a typical process, the extracted keyframes for each defined video fragment (using for instance one of
the video fragmentation approaches presented in Section 4.1) are passed through a pre-trained deep
convolutional neural network (DCNN) that performs the final class label prediction directly, using typically
a softmax or a hinge loss layer (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, the small number of labeled training examples is a common problem in video datasets,
making it difficult to train a deep network from scratch without over-fitting its parameters on the training
set (Snoek et al., 2015). For this reason, it is common to use transfer learning, i.e. to take a network that
has been trained on a large-scale source dataset (e.g ImageNet (Russakovsky, Deng, & et al., 2015))
and fine-tune its parameters for the target dataset. Furthermore, the tasks in the target dataset may
be related, and so their relations can be exploited to further improve the video concept detection accuracy. Concept correlations obtained by the ground-truth annotation can provide a source of information
regarding the relations between tasks. Additionally, concepts, besides label relations, can be related in
terms of their feature representation or the task parameters, i.e. the parameters of the binary classifier
learned from the training data. Multi-task learning (MTL) refers to those methods that learn many tasks
together at the same time.
Based on the above, we initially investigate the performance of three different approaches for transfer
learning. Based on the findings of this evaluation, we build the InVID method for concept-based video
labeling by appending an MTL-like loss to a neural network and minimizing the entire network end-toend. In addition, we incorporate a label-based constraint related to the concept correlations. We refer
to the proposed method as deep multi-task learning with label constraint (DMTL LC) and we apply it on
a transfer learning scenario. Specifically, we extend the two-sided neural network, proposed in (Yang
& Hospedales, 2015) for MTL, in the following ways: i) we use the network jointly with a pre-trained
network in order to perform transfer learning, instead of using it as a standalone network that takes as
input hand-crafted or DCNN-based features; ii) we introduce a new label-based constraint that considers
concept correlations.
Through the developed technique for concept-based video labeling, the user of the InVID Dashboard
will be able to extract a rich set of metadata describing its semantic content and use these metadata for:
i) indexing the collected group of videos, ii) searching this group based on high-level concepts, and iii)
finding associations between relevant video fragments. The aforementioned activities assist the user to
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better manage, discover, understanding and exploit the collected multimodal information with the help of
the InVID Dashboard around a particular topic of interest.
4.2.2

State of the art

MTL and transfer learning are two strategies to improve learning by sharing knowledge across different
but related tasks or domains. Let us define two domains with their learning tasks: the source domain
Dso with a set of learning tasks Tso (the set of concepts that need to be detected), and the target domain
Dta with a set of learning tasks Tta . On the one hand, transfer learning aims to improve the learning in
Dta by using the knowledge in Dso , without considering potential improvements to the tasks of Dso . The
latter is the focus of multi-domain learning (MDL). On the other hand, MTL methods learn the relations
across the learning tasks Tso or Tta together at the same time. It should be noted that the terms MTL
and MDL are sometimes used interchangeably. However, it is useful to distinguish them clearly: MDL
refers to shared knowledge about the same tasks across different domains, while MTL refers to shared
knowledge about different tasks in the same domain. The latter is the focus of this work, so we do not
further discuss methods that focus on MDL, such as (Long & Wang, 2015).
Noisy and incomplete annotations are common in video datasets (e.g TRECVID SIN (Over et al.,
2013)), which makes it difficult to train a deep neural network from scratch (Snoek et al., 2015). Many
works investigate which features within a pre-trained network are sufficiently generic, and develop approaches that effectively transfer this knowledge to new target datasets. The typical approach for transfer
learning is to start with a DCNN trained in Dso , replace its classification layer with a new Tta -dimensional
classification layer and train it towards the Dta domain (Chatfield et al., 2014; Yosinski et al., 2014; Girshick et al., 2014; Chaabouni, Benois-Pineau, & Amar, 2016). The way that the parameters of the source
DCNN will be used has been examined in many works. For example, in (Oquab et al., 2014; Yosinski
et al., 2014), the first H layers of the pre-trained DCNN are copied and remain frozen, and the rest of
the layers are randomly initialized. In addition, (Yosinski et al., 2014) fine-tunes the H layers, instead of
freezing them, which leads to improved accuracy. Fine-tuning begins with the parameter weights of the
source-domain DCNN and modifies them in order to adjust the network to the target domain. A different
approach was proposed in (Snoek et al., 2015; Markatopoulou et al., 2015; Oquab et al., 2014) that
extends a pre-trained DCNN by one or more fully-connected layers placed on the bottom of the classification layer. Similar transfer learning techniques for DCNNs have also been applied on related domains
for example to predict salient areas in natural video (Chaabouni et al., 2016).
MTL methods learn the relations across many tasks together at the same time. The main difference
between MTL methods is the way they define task relatedness. Some methods identify shared features
between different task and use regularization to model task relatedness (Argyriou, Evgeniou, & Pontil,
2007; Obozinski & Taskar, 2006; Mousavi et al., 2014). Others identify a shared subspace over the task
parameters (Evgeniou & Pontil, 2004; Daumé, 2009; Argyriou, Evgeniou, & Pontil, 2008). The methods
above make the strong assumption that all tasks are related; some newer methods consider the fact
that some tasks may be unrelated. For example, the clustered MTL algorithm (CMTL) (Zhou, Chen, &
Ye, 2011a) uses a clustering approach to assign to the same cluster parameters of tasks that lie nearby
in terms of their L2 distance. Adaptive MTL (AMTL) (Sun, Chen, Liu, & Wu, 2015) decomposes the
task parameters into a low-rank structure that captures task relations, and a group-sparse structure that
detects outlier tasks. The GO-MTL algorithm (Kumar & Daume, 2012) (i.e, for Grouping and Overlap
in Multi-Task Learning) and the online version of it (Markatopoulou, Mezaris, & Patras, 2016) use a
dictionary-based method that allows two tasks from different groups to overlap by having one or more
basis in common.
Deep learning is well suited for MTL; in (Yang & Hospedales, 2015) a two-sided neural network that
addresses the MTL problem is proposed. Specifically, this method unifies several MTL methods that use
T
a predictor matrix factorization approach, e.g w(t) = Ls(t) (Kumar & Daume, 2012), in order to learn their
parameters using a two-sided neural network. L correspond to the parameter vectors of k latent tasks,
while s(t) ∈ R1×k is a task-specific weight vector that contains the coefficients of the linear combination.
MTL in deep learning architectures has also been proposed for facial landmark detection (Z. Zhang,
Luo, Loy, & Tang, 2014) and human pose estimation (Ouyang, Chu, & Wang, 2014). In (Z. Zhang et
al., 2014) the task of facial landmark detection is optimized with the assistance of an arbitrary number
of related/auxiliary tasks. This is a special case of the conventional MTL that typically maximizes the
performance of all tasks. In this work the two sided neural-network proposed by (Yang & Hospedales,
2015) is modified and extended, for devising a deep learning method suitable for transferring a network
that has been originally trained on a large-scale image dataset for concept detection, to a target video
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dataset and a corresponding new set of target concepts.
4.2.3

Developed approach

4.2.3.1 Problem formulation A video concept detection system needs to learn a number of supervised learning tasks Tta , one for each target concept. Each task t is associated with the training set
(t) (t) t
(t)
(t)
available for this concept X (t) = (xi , yi )Ni=1
, where xi ∈ Rd , yi ∈ {±1}. When the training set is small,
it is common to take a DCNN that has been trained on a large-scale source dataset for Tso tasks, and
Tta
for a different
transfer its parameters on a target DCNN to be trained on the target dataset X = {X (t) }t=1
set of Tta tasks. With respect to the target dataset, the task parameters of related tasks may share similar knowledge, but also concept correlations obtained by the ground-truth annotation provide another
source of information regarding the relations between tasks. In this section, considering all the above,
we apply three different fine-tuning strategies for transfer learning and we built on the outcomes of our
experimental evaluations concerning the effectiveness of each approach, to develop a concept detection
method that appends a GO-MTL-like loss to a neural network and incorporates a label-based constraint
that considers concept correlations. We minimize the entire network end-to-end using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). We refer to the proposed method as deep multi-task learning with label constraint
(DMTL LC) and we apply it on a transfer learning scenario.
4.2.3.2 Fine-tuning strategies for Transfer Learning In this section we present three fine-tuning
strategies (Fig. 13) that can be used for the problem of visual annotation, in order to effectively fine-tune
DCNNs Ds that were trained on a large visual dataset for a new target video/image dataset. For this, let
Ds denote a pre-trained DCNN, trained on Cs categories using a source dataset, and Dt denote the target
DCNN, fine-tuned on Ct categories of a different target dataset. The three studied fine-tuning strategies
are as follows:
– FT1-def: Default fine-tuning strategy: This is the typical strategy that modifies the last fullyconnected layer of Ds to produce the desired number of outputs Ct , by replacing the last fullyconnected layer with a new Ct -dimensional classification fully-connected layer.
– FT2-re: Re-initialization strategy: In this scenario, similar to FT1-def, the last fully-connected layer
is replaced by a new Ct -dimensional classification layer. The weights of the last N layers, preceding
the classification layer, are also re-initialized (i.e. reset and learned from scratch).
– FT3-ex: Extension strategy: Similar to the previous two strategies, the last fully-connected layer is
replaced by a new Ct -dimensional classification fully-connected layer. Subsequently, the network
is extended with E fully-connected layers of size L that are placed on the bottom of the modified
classification layer. These additional layers are initialized and trained from scratch during finetuning, at the same rate as the modified classification layer. One example of a modified network
after the insertion of one extension layer for two popular DCNN architectures, is presented in
Fig. 14. Regarding the GoogLeNet architecture, which has two additional auxiliary classifiers, an
extension layer was also inserted in each of them.
Each fine-tuned network Dt can be used in two different ways to annotate new test keyframes/images
with semantic concepts. a) Direct classification: Each test keyframe/image is forward propagated by Dt
and the network’s output is used as the final class distribution assigned to the keyframe/image. b)
Dt is used as feature generator: The training set is forward propagated by the network and the features
extracted from one or more layers of Dt are used as feature vectors to subsequently train one supervised
classifier (e.g Logistic Regression) per concept. Then, each test keyframe/image is firstly described by
the DCNN-based features and subsequently these features serve as input to the trained classifiers.
The used dataset and the conducted experiments for assessing the performance of the aforementioned fine-tuning strategies are presented in Section 4.2.4.1.
4.2.3.3 Deep Multi-task Learning with Label Constraint: DMTL LC Building on the outcomes of
the study reported in the section above, we extend the most efficient transfer learning methodology to
further improve its detection accuracy. Figure 15 presents the proposed approach for transferring a
pre-trained DCNN network that consists of Vso layers (upper part) on a target DCNN to be trained to a
target dataset (lower part). Starting with the DCNN trained on the source domain, the first H layers are
copied to the target DCNN and fine-tuned on the target dataset. The remaining R layers are completely
removed or randomly initialized; consequently, H + R ≤ Vso . Subsequently, the target network can be
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Figure 13: Fine-tuning strategies outline.
extended with E ≥ 0 fully-connected layers, as presented in the previous section. Finally, the target
network is trained using the DMTL LC method.
The DMTL LC algorithm unifies the GO-MTL algorithm (Kumar & Daume, 2012) in the target DCNN
by using and extending the two-sided neural network proposed in (Yang & Hospedales, 2015) as follows:
i) The two-sided neural network is placed on the top of the Vta -th fully-connected layer (where Vta =
H + R + E is the number of layers before the two-sided network), instead of using it as a standalone
network that takes as input hand-crafted or DCNN-based features. ii) The two-sided network is extended
with a new label-based constraint in order to incorporate statistical information of pairwise correlations
between concepts that we can acquire from the ground-truth annotation.
Specifically, the upper side of the target DCNN in Fig. 15, contains a fully-connected layer FCL that
takes as input the output of the Vta -th layer. FCL consists of k neurons, each representing one latent
task. The parameter matrix L ∈ Rd×k of this layer constitutes a shared knowledge basis for all task
models Tta . The concept related to each task t is represented by a semantic descriptor z (t) ∈ {0, 1}1×Tta ,
which is a binary vector of length Tta that has zeros in every position except for position t. The lower
side of the target DCNN contains a fully-connected layer FCS that consists of k neurons and takes as
input the semantic descriptor z (t) . Each row of the parameter matrix S ∈ RTta ×k of this layer contains
a task-specific weight vector of the coefficients of the linear combination with the shared basis L. This
linear combination indicates for each concept which latent tasks describe it. The label-based constraint
is placed on the top of the task-specific layer FCS . The network predicts a single output, which is equal
to ŷ(t) = (y (Vta ) L)(z (t) S)T , where y (Vta ) is the output of the Vta layer. The higher the output, the more likely
that the concept learned w.r.t. task t is depicted in the input keyframe.
The above problem can be formulated by two separate objective functions:
(

)
1 Tta 1 Nt
(t) (t)
min
(2)
∑
∑ L ŷi , yi
(L,S, f ∈F) Tta t=1 Nt i=1
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Figure 14: A simplified illustration of the CaffeNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) (left) and GoogLeNet
(Szegedy et al., 2015) (right) architectures used after insertion of one extension layer. Each of the
inception layers of GoogLeNet consists of six convolution layers and one pooling layer. The figure also
presents the direct output of each network and the output of the last three layers that were used as
features w.r.t. FT3-ex strategy. Similarly, the corresponding layers were used for the FT1-def and FT2-re
strategies.
(t)

(v)

(v)

(v−1)

where ŷi = (yi L)(z (t) S)T is the prediction w.r.t task t, and yi = α(W (v) yi
+ b(v) ) is the output of
the v-th layer, with α referring to the layer’s activation functions. E.g. α(x) = max(0, x) for the ReLU
function.
(t)
In the above equation L refers to the loss function calculated between the prediction ŷi and ground(t)
truth annotation yi . f (v) = {W (v) , b(v) } is the pair of the network parameters for the v-th layer and
V
ta
F = { f (v) }v=1
is the set of network parameters for the first Vta layers.
The second objective function that is placed on the top of the task-specific layer FCS can be formulated as follows:
(


)
1 Tta 1 Nt
(t)
(t)
min β
(3)
∑ Nt ∑ L φ̂ , φ
Tta t=1
S
i=1
The role of this objective function is to approximate the correlation matrix Φ ∈ [−1, 1]Tta ×Tta . Each position
of this matrix corresponds to the φ -correlation coefficient between two concepts regarding two different
tasks t and t 0 , calculated from the ground-truth annotation of the training set. Consequently, φ(t) ∈
[−1, 1]1×Tta refers to the t’th row of Φ that contains the correlations of task t with all the other tasks.
φ̂(t) ∈ R1×Tta , where φ̂(t) = (z (t) S)CT , is the network’s prediction for this row. Finally, C ∈ RTta ×k is the
weight matrix to train for approximating the correlation matrix. To train C, back propagation can be
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Figure 15: Transfer learning using the proposed DMTL LC method.
performed by the loss L between φ̂(t) and φ(t) .
We use the sigmoid cross entropy loss given by the following equation: L = φlog(σ (φ̂)) + (1 −
φ)log(1 − σ (φ̂)), where σ (.) refers to the sigmoid function σ (x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)). We scale the target
vector φ in [0,1] in order to deal with the negative values.
This second objective function takes the form of a constraint over the task-specific parameters S of
the network. Specifically, the rows of the correlation matrix Φ of two correlated concepts will be similar
and we want the corresponding rows of S to be similar, too. During training, this second loss (Eq. 3) gets
added to the total loss of the network (Eq. 2) with a discount weight β . At inference time, this auxiliary
constraint is discarded.
4.2.4
4.2.4.1

Evaluation
Evaluation of fine-tuning strategies for transfer learning

Dataset and experimental setup The TRECVID SIN task 2013 (Over et al., 2013) dataset and the
PASCAL VOC-2012 (Everingham, Van Gool, Williams, Winn, & Zisserman, n.d.) dataset were utilized to
train and evaluate the concept detection methods presented in the previous sections. The TRECVID SIN
dataset consists of low-resolution videos, segmented into video shots; each shot is represented by one
keyframe. The dataset is divided into a training and a test set (approx. 600 and 200 hours, respectively).
The training set is partially annotated with 346 semantic concepts. The test set is evaluated on 38
concepts, i.e. a subset of the 346 concepts. The PASCAL VOC-2012 (Everingham et al., n.d.) dataset
consists of images annotated with one object class label of the 20 available object classes. PASCAL
VOC-2012 is divided into training, validation and test sets (consisting of 5717, 5823 and 10991 images,
respectively). We used the training set to train the compared methods, and evaluated them on the
validation set. We did not use the original test set because ground-truth annotations are not publicly
available for it (the evaluation of a method on the test set is possible only through the evaluation server
provided by the PASCAL VOC competition, submissions to which are restricted to two per week). The
image/video indexing problem was examined; that is, given a concept, we measure how well the top
retrieved images/video shots for this concept truly relate to it.
A set of experiments was developed in order to compare the three fine-tuning strategies presented
in Section 4.2.3.2. Specifically, in all cases we discarded and replaced the classification fully-connected
(fc) layer of the utilized pre-trained network, with a 345-dimensional fc classification layer for the 345
concepts of the TRECVID SIN dataset, or with a 20-dimensional classification layer for the 20 object
categories of the PASCAL VOC-2012 dataset. We examined two values for parameter N of the FT2-re
strategy; we refer to each configuration as FT2-re1 (for N = 1) and FT2-re2 (for N = 2). The FT3-ex
strategy was examined for two settings of network extensions E ∈ {1, 2}: i.e. extending the network by
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one or two fc layers, respectively, followed by ReLU (Rectified Linear Units) and Dropout layers. The size
of each extension layer was examined for 7 different dimensions: L ∈ {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096}.
We refer to these configurations as FT3-exE-L. The new layers’ learning rate and momentum was set to
0.01 and 5e−4, whereas the mini-batch size was restricted by our hardware resources and set to 128.

conf / layer
FT1-def
FT2-re1
FT2-re2
FT3-ex1-64
FT3-ex1-128
FT3-ex1-256
FT3-ex1-512
FT3-ex1-1024
FT3-ex1-2048
FT3-ex1-4096
FT3-ex2-64
FT3-ex2-128
FT3-ex2-256
FT3-ex2-512
FT3-ex2-1024
FT3-ex2-2048
FT3-ex2-4096

direct
(a)
22.45
20.88
19.08
25.48
25.52
24.79
24.28
24.03
23.37
23.07
16.44
23.87
24.46
23.95
23.41
23.38
23.07

last
(b)
29.60
28.44
27.21
28.86
29.75
30.16
30.86
31.02
31.02
30.91
17.51
26.19
28.94
29.44
30.03
30.74
31.21

final classifier
2nd last
3rd last
(c)
(d)
29.80
28.43
27.17
26.86
29.22
28.66
29.57
28.99
30.26
29.26
29.68
28.78
29.35
27.24
29.37
28.98
29.61
19.62
19.95
26.73
26.05
28.69
28.68
29.07
28.94
28.80
29.54
28.98
28.21
28.94
27.98

fused
(e)
30.58
29.58
28.02
29.62
30.60
31.11
31.47
31.55
31.02
31.57
20.09
27.02
29.57
30.14
30.63
30.61
30.93

middle classifier
direct
fused
(f)
(g)
23.08
29.41
22.51
28.55
21.73
28.44
23.30
28.37
23.98
28.82
23.62
29.56
23.54
29.86
23.43
29.90
23.29
29.94
22.85
29.64
11.43
15.12
18.70
23.64
22.68
26.98
22.72
28.22
22.79
29.10
22.29
29.34
22.11
29.40

first classifier
direct
fused
(h)
(i)
21.25
26.00
20.37
25.16
20.07
25.74
20.20
24.47
20.87
25.38
21.06
26.32
20.71
26.32
20.53
26.57
20.56
26.61
20.82
26.26
10.65
13.33
14.87
19.95
18.75
23.10
20.20
24.79
19.74
25.68
19.57
26.23
19.64
26.11

Table 11: MXinfAP (%) for GoogLeNet-5k-345-SIN. The best result per column is underlined. The
globally best result per sub-table is bold and underlined.

conf / layer
FT1-def
FT2-re1
FT2-re2
FT3-ex1-64
FT3-ex1-128
FT3-ex1-256
FT3-ex1-512
FT3-ex1-1024
FT3-ex1-2048
FT3-ex1-4096
FT3-ex2-64
FT3-ex2-128
FT3-ex2-256
FT3-ex2-512
FT3-ex2-1024
FT3-ex2-2048
FT3-ex2-4096

direct
(a)
82.39
80.50
77.73
79.74
80.47
81.43
81.65
82.30
82.51
82.39
43.85
75.89
78.94
80.47
81.47
82.11
80.50

last
(b)
86.75
85.21
78.81
82.86
85.50
85.81
85.91
86.48
86.93
87.20
45.11
70.96
80.30
82.83
84.54
85.49
83.83

final classifier
2nd last 3rd last
(c)
(d)
86.74
86.91
83.13
86.41
86.26
88.26
86.56
88.33
86.73
87.84
86.90
87.01
86.89
86.80
86.96
86.37
87.05
53.99
51.67
82.85
83.34
86.44
86.43
87.56
87.00
86.81
86.53
86.90
86.28
85.82
84.71

fused
(e)
88.01
87.44
83.11
86.92
88.12
88.36
88.33
88.20
88.23
88.13
52.81
82.51
86.01
87.38
87.58
87.76
86.64

middle classifier
direct
fused
(f)
(g)
81.10
84.25
79.58
82.76
75.28
77.34
76.36
82.72
78.57
84.12
79.31
84.48
79.99
84.76
80.68
84.56
81.15
84.51
81.52
84.45
39.10
47.22
63.27
72.34
69.19
77.67
75.17
81.44
76.99
82.85
78.15
83.24
77.49
81.79

first classifier
direct fused
(h)
(i)
78.96 79.06
77.78 77.23
71.99 69.65
72.32 77.51
74.01 78.76
75.29 79.12
76.25 79.69
77.32 79.32
77.97 79.62
78.43 79.65
32.42 38.72
54.45 63.64
65.31 72.75
66.50 74.38
71.09 76.74
73.55 77.69
74.66 78.21

Table 12: MAP % for GoogleNet-5k-VOC. The best result per column is underlined. The globally best
result per sub-table is bold and underlined.
Experimental results Tables 11 and 12 present the results of the three fine-tuning strategies of
Section 4.2.3.2 for the TRECVID SIN and PASCAL VOC dataset, respectively. For each dataset we finetuned the GoogLeNet-5k, which refers to a DCNN that we trained according to the 22-layer GoogLeNet
architecture on the ImageNet “fall” 2011 dataset for 5055 categories. Specifically, GoogLeNet-5k was
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fine-tuned on the 345 TRECVID SIN concepts (i.e. all the available TRECVID SIN concepts, except
for one which was discarded because only 5 positive samples are provided for it). We refer to it as
GoogLeNet-5k-345-SIN. In addition, GoogLeNet-5k was fine-tuned on the positive examples of the
PASCAL VOC-2012 training set. This network is labeled as GoogLeNet-5k-VOC. For the TRECVID SIN
dataset we analyse our results in terms of mean extended inferred average precision (MXinfAP) (Yilmaz,
Kanoulas, & Aslam, 2008), which is an approximation of the mean average precision suitable for the
partial ground-truth that accompanies the TRECVID dataset (Over et al., 2013). Table 11 presents
the MXinfAP of the GoogLeNet-5k-345-SIN and Table 12 presents the results in terms of MAP of the
GoogLeNet-5k-VOC.
For each pair of utilized network and fine-tuning strategy we evaluate: i) The direct output of the
network (Tables 11 and 12: col. (a)). ii) Logistic regression (LR) classifiers trained on DCNN-based
features. Specifically, the output of each of the three last layers of each fine-tuned network was used
as feature to train one LR model per concept (Tables 11 and 12: col. (b)-(d)). Furthermore, we present
results for the late-fused output (arithmetic mean) of the LR classifiers built using the last three layers
(Tables 11 and 12: col. (e)). Evaluations are also reported for the two auxiliary classifiers (Tables 11
and 12: col. (f)-(i)). The details of the two GoogLeNet architecture and the extracted features are also
illustrated in Fig. 14. Based on the results reported in the aforementioned tables, we reach the following
conclusions:
a) For both datasets, the FT3-ex strategy almost always outperforms the other two fine-tuning strategies (FT1-def, FT2-re) for specific (L, E) values.
b) With respect to the direct output, FT3-ex1-64 and FT3-ex1-128 constitute the top-two methods
for the TRECVID SIN dataset. On the other hand, FT3-ex1-2048 and FT3-ex1-4096 are the top-two
methods for the PASCAL VOC-2012 dataset. That is, the FT3-ex strategy with one extension layer is
always the best solution, but the optimal dimension of the extension layer varies, depending on the target
domain dataset.
c) The highest concept detection accuracy for each network is always reached when LR classifiers
are trained on features extracted from the last and the second last fully connected layer for TRECVID
SIN and PASCAL VOC-2012 dataset, respectively, using the FT3-ex strategy. That is, features extracted
from the top layers are more accurate than layers positioned lower in the network, but the optimal layer
varies, depending on the target domain dataset.
d) DCNN-based features significantly outperform the direct output alternative in the vast majority of
cases. However, in a few cases the direct network output works comparably well. The choice between
the two approaches should be based on the application that the DCNN will be used. E.g. real time applications’ time and memory limitations would most probably render using DCNNs as feature extractors
in conjunction with additional learning (LR or SVMs) prohibitive. Furthermore, we observe that the features extracted from the final classifier of GoogLeNet-based networks outperform the other two auxiliary
classifiers, in most cases.
e) Using DCNN layers’ responses as feature vectors, on the one hand, FT3-ex1-512 is in the top-five
methods irrespective of the extracted feature and the used dataset. On the other hand, FT3-ex2-64
is always among the five worst fine-tuning methods. The rest of the FT3-ex configurations, present
fluctuations of their performance across the different utilized DCNN-based features.
f) Finally, it is better to combine features extracted from many layers; specifically, performing late
fusion on the output of the LR classifiers trained with each one of the last three fully connected layers
almost always outperforms using a single such classifier irrespective of the employed network (Tables 11
and 12: col. (e)). The above conclusion was also reached for the auxiliary classifiers of GoogLeNetbased networks but for space-limitations we only present the fused output for each of these auxiliary
classifiers (Tables 11 and 12: col. (g),(i)).
The interested reader can refer to (Pittaras, Markatopoulou, Mezaris, & et al., 2017) for an extensive
experimental comparison with more DCNN architectures, different subsets of concepts and different
DCNN and fine-tuning learning parameters.
4.2.4.2

Evaluation of the developed DMTL LC approach for concept detection

Dataset and Experimental Setup Our experiments were performed on the TRECVID 2013 SIN
dataset (Over et al., 2013) described in Section 4.2.4.1. In our experiments, we used the 8-layer
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) that was trained on 1000 ImageNet categories (Russakovsky et al.,
2015) as the source DCNN, and fine-tuned it on the 60 TRECVID SIN concepts. We evaluated all the
methods on the test set using the subset of 38 concepts that were also evaluated as part of the TRECVID
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2013 SIN task (Over et al., 2013). The video indexing problem was examined; that is, given a concept,
we measure how well the top retrieved video shots for this concept truly relate to it. We analyze our
results in terms of mean extended inferred average precision (MXinfAP) (Yilmaz et al., 2008).
A first set of experiments was ran, where we examined the three different fine-tuning strategies, in
this case using the pre-trained AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), to fine-tune a target-DCNN towards the
60 TRECVID SIN concepts (Over et al., 2013): i) The FT1-def approach (Fig. 15: H=7, R = E=0), that
copies the first 7 layers (Chatfield et al., 2014; Yosinski et al., 2014; Girshick et al., 2014). ii) The FT3-ex
approach (Fig. 15: H=7, R=0, E=1), that copies the first 7 layers and extends the network by one more
layer (Snoek et al., 2015; Markatopoulou et al., 2015; Oquab et al., 2014). iii) The FT2-re approach
(Fig. 15: H=6, R=1, E=0), that copies the first 6 layers and randomly initializes the 7th layer (Yosinski
et al., 2014). For each approach we evaluated a) the typical transfer learning method (Default-TL), also
evaluated in Section 4.2.4.1, which replaces the classification layer of AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012)
with a new 60-dimensional layer; b) the proposed DMTL LC method that uses a two-sided network and
considers concept correlations. The H layers, in all cases, were copied and fine-tuned towards the target
dataset. To train the proposed method, for each concept, a training set was assembled that included
all positive annotated training examples for the given concept, and negatives to a maximum of 15:1
ratio. For the Default-TL method we used the positive examples for each concept following an one-vs-all
strategy. Subsequently, we applied each of the fine-tuned networks on the TRECVID keyframes and
we evaluated the direct output of each network that corresponds to the class label prediction for 60
categories (Table 13).
We also compared (Table 14) the proposed method with the following ones: i) Single-task learning
(STL) using a) Logistic regression (LR), b) LSVM and c) kernel SVM with radial kernel (KSVM). ii) MTL
using: a) AMTL (Sun et al., 2015), b) CMTL (Zhou et al., 2011a) and c) the two-sided neural network
instantiated with the GO-MTL algorithm (Yang & Hospedales, 2015). We refer to the latter method as
2S-NN. STL refers to the typical approach of training one classifier e.g SVMs, per concept, with features
extracted from one or more layers of DCNNs (Markatopoulou, Mezaris, & Patras, 2015; Chatfield et al.,
2014), instead of performing the final class label prediction directly, using a softmax/hinge loss layer
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012). To train the compared methods, we applied
the pre-trained AlexNet on the TRECVID keyframes and we used as a feature the network’s last fullyconnected layer (fc8). Subsequently, we used the same training set of positive/negative examples as
described above.
Regarding the proposed method, the value of k was set to 157 and the regularization parameter β in
Eq. (3) was set to 0.3. These parameters are expected to depend on the dimensionality of the feature
space and the number of examples, and according to preliminary experiments seem to work well for
the employed dataset. The hinge loss was used in Eq. (2) and a ReLU function was placed on the top
of S to encourage sparse models. We used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with 0.9 momentum
and cross-validated the learning rate between 10−5 and 10−2 by a multiplicative step-size 100.5 . The
Caffe software (Jia et al., 2014) was used for training the DCNN networks on a Tesla K40 GPU. The
LibLINEAR library (Fan, Chang, Hsieh, Wang, & Lin, 2008) was used as the source of learning LSVM
and LR models and the LibSVM (Chang & Lin, 2011) for learning KSVMs. The MALSAR library (Zhou,
Chen, & Ye, 2011b) was used for learning the CMTL (Zhou et al., 2011a) and AMTL (Sun et al., 2015).
Experimental Results Tables 13 and 14 present the results of our experiments in terms of MXinfAP. DMTL is an intermediate version of the proposed DMTL LC that solves the objective function of
DMTL (eq. 2) without using the label constraint of DMTL LC (eq. 3). In Table 13 we examine the best
way of using the layers of the pre-trained AlexNet by comparing three different fine-tuning processes.
For completeness, we also report how these processes affect the typical way of transferring learning
that replaces the classification layer of AlexNet with a new 60-dimensional classification layer (DefaultTL). Based on these results, which refer to the direct output of the fine-tuned networks, we can see
that the proposed DMTL LC performs better than the Default-TL alternative independently of the utilized fine-tuning process, with only one exception in the case of the baseline fine-tuning. Furthermore,
adding the label constraint (DMTL LC) further improves the DMTL method for all of the fine-tuning processes. The proposed DMTL LC is overall the best performing method, reaching a MXinfAP of 22.60%
(Table 13: col(c)). This result is important, considering that the pre-trained AlexNet was used as the
source DCNN; by incorporating in our DMTL LC framework better performing DCNN architectures such
as GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015) instead of AlexNet, further performance gains are expected.
In Table 14 we compare the proposed DMTL LC method with different STL and MTL methods. The
pre-trained AlexNet and the best Default-TL fine-tuned network of Table 13, i.e. Table 13: col. (b), are
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Table 13: MXinfAP (%) for 38 concepts, for different fine-tuning processes of the pre-trained 8-layer
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) towards the 60 TRECVID SIN concepts (Over et al., 2013): i) FT1def (Chatfield et al., 2014), (Yosinski et al., 2014), (Girshick et al., 2014). ii) FT3-ex (Snoek et al.,
2015), (Markatopoulou et al., 2015), (Oquab et al., 2014). iii) FT2-re (Yosinski et al., 2014). For each
approach we evaluate a) the typical transfer learning method (Default-TL) that replaces the classification
layer of AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) with a new 60-dimensional layer; b) the proposed DMTL,
DMTL LC methods that use a two-sided network. The H AlexNet layers, in all cases, are copied and
fine-tuned towards the target dataset.

fine-tuning
process

(i) FT1-def
(Chatfield et al., 2014),
(Yosinski et al., 2014),
(Girshick et al., 2014)
(a)

(iii) FT2-re
(Yosinski et al., 2014)

1096

2048

4096

(e)
(f)
#Neurons for
the re-initialization layer
1096 2048

16.76

16.22

15.53

14.79

16.24

16.68

13.26

19.91

19.89

18.76

19.20

15.30

12.71

15.82

14.89

19.93

18.39

19.47

15.78

20.13

22.60

20.84

22.54

21.47

#Neurons for the
extension layer:

fine-tuning
parameters
DefaultTLSoftmax
DefaultTLHinge
ProposedDMTL
ProposedDMTL LC

(ii) FT3-ex
(Snoek et al., 2015),
(Markatopoulou et al., 2015),
(Oquab et al., 2014)
(b)
(c)
(d)

used as the source DCNNs. The proposed DMTL LC fine-tunes each of these networks towards the 60
TRECVID SIN concepts. To train the other methods, the output of the last fully-connected layer of each
source DCNN was used as a feature. Regarding the AlexNet source DCNN, the proposed DMTL LC
is the best performing method, reaching a MXinfAP of 22.60%. We also observe that fine-tuning is
a procedure that significantly improves the precision of all the compared methods, by increasing the
MXinfAP, when the best Default-TL is used as the source DCNN. As the Default-TL approach does not
consider the correlations of the concepts and the relations across tasks, in contrast to the proposed
DMTL LC, the latter reaches the highest performance by fine-tuning once again the former network
(MXinfAP equal to 25.04%).
4.2.5

API

The developed module for concept-based video labeling is included in the REST service described in
Section 4.1.5, extending its functionality and making it an integrated web service for video fragmentation

Table 14: MXinfAP (%) for 38 concepts for different STL and MTL methods using two pre-trained DCNNs.
AlexNet
Default-TL
Methods
AlexNet
(best from
Table 13)
Direct output
19.91
STL
LR
18.57
22.34
e.g (Markatopoulou et al., 2015), LSVM
20.59
22.21
(Chatfield et al., 2014)
KSVM
18.81
21.79
AMTL (Sun et al., 2015)
20.44
22.21
MTL
CMTL (Zhou et al., 2011a)
18.18
22.38
2S-NN (Yang & Hospedales, 2015)
20.19
23.12
Proposed DMTL LC (Section 4.2.3.3) 22.60
25.04
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and annotation. Building on the outcomes of the video fragmentation component of the service, the
concept-based labeling module extracts information about the semantic content of the video at the shotand sub-shot-level by detecting a number of high-level visual concepts after analyzing one representative
keyframe per video fragment. The analysis is based on the algorithm presented in Section 4.2, and the
video semantics are described with the help of 323 concepts selected from list of concepts defined in
the TRECVID SIN task (Over et al., 2013).
For initiating the analysis for a given video, which now contains its fragmentation into the aforementioned three levels of temporal granularity (i.e. scenes, shots and sub-shots) and its shot- and
sub-shot-level concept-based annotation, the user must commit an HTTP POST request on http://
multimedia2.iti.gr:8080/segmentation-annotation. The body of the HTTP POST request is in
JSON format and contains the parameters described in Section 4.1.5.
As before, the communication between the REST service and the user is synchronous only during the
transmission of the call, while after getting the analysis request the service responds (in JSON format)
informing about the successful receipt of the analysis request and the assigned identifier to the video
file, or notifying the user concerning a number of different violated conditions (e.g. wrongly formatted
analysis request, total video duration exceeded, or broken video URL) that prevented the initialization
of the analysis. Following, the user is again able to get information about the status of the analysis by
committing an HTTP GET request on http://multimedia2.iti.gr:8080/status/<video id>, where
“video id” is the automatically assigned identifier to the video file. Finally, through a set of specific HTTP
GET requests the user is able to get the extracted keyframes and thumbnails of the video (either on a
one-by-one basis or as an entire collection), and the JSON file with the analysis results which, this time,
include:
– temporal information about the detected scenes, shots and sub-shots of the video (i.e. their time
boundaries in seconds);
– temporal information about the extracted keyframes for each shot and sub-shot (i.e. their timestamps in seconds);
– ordering and temporal information about the extracted thumbnals of the video (i.e. their timestamps
in seconds);
– information about the semantic content of each video shot (i.e. a set of confidence scores regarding the existence of 323 concepts in the visual content of the shot and a list with the top-5
concepts);
– information about the semantic content of each video sub-shot (i.e. a set of confidence scores
regarding the existence of 323 concepts in the visual content of the sub-shot and a list with the
top-5 concepts).

5

Outlook and Next Steps

Our story detection work will seek to find further solutions for generating disambiguated story clusters
automatically, looking both at issues with merged stories and split stories that were observed using the
evaluation. Firstly, the upgrade of keyword extraction capabilities to Named Entity Keywords (NEKs) is
expected to support this effort significantly, as keywords with different syntactic forms can be aligned to
the same semantic entity. Furthermore, these entities will be typed and relations may be determined
that hold between them (and stored in our Semantic Knowledge Base for future reference). It will be
explored how this additional semantic knowledge could be applied to story labelling in order to support
further disambiguation of stories as well as construction of more appropriate queries to social networks
for related content for those stories. Having a semantic model to describe each news story can support
more than just more relevant content retrieval from social networks, for example the location detection
service we develop in WP3 could enable us to geolocate each story to a bounding box within which the
events of the story are taking place and then dynamically search for tweets around that location while
the story is ’active’.
The social media extraction and annotation task will continue to expand its coverage of stories and
sources. The next significant update will be to switch the dynamic input filter from keywords to story
labels. We have shown in our evaluation that story labels provide enough accuracy for query formulation
and retrieve relevant documents. Queries will be constructed for each of the news topics we have defined
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to ensure a greater breadth of stories are covered by the video content. We also plan to introduce
support for detecting links to videos on other platforms within the collected documents, e.g. a tweet may
link to a YouTube video rather than use a native platform for sharing the media. This is the only way to
find e.g. Facebook Videos for a news story as Facebook does not support a public video search API.
Finally, the metadata model will be extended with two new metrics which need to be calculated on the
platform itself (as opposed to retrieved via API from the source) - reach and authoritativeness. Both will
support a user in browsing the retrieved content according to their interests (popularity, verifiability).
With regards to video annotation, the fragmentation and thumbnail extraction service is live and
being integrated with the platform. The reportings on the development and evaluation of the InVID algorithms for temporal fragmentation of single-shot videos and the extraction of representative keyframes/
thumbnails indicate that the definition of a precise and fine-grained segmentation of such videos is a
challenging task. The experimental findings show that the implemented InVID solutions outperform
other approaches, while significant progress has been made in terms of processing time. In particular,
the implemented DCT-based approach is > 20 times faster than the initial, motion-based one (being also
the fastest one among the compared techniques), and its response time was judged as satisfactory by
the participants in the pilot testing of WP7. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of room for improvement in
terms of detection accuracy. For this purpose we plan to extract and describe the motion activity over
sequences of frames through a more intelligent method that indicates the optical flow in wisely selected
parts of each frame, and to combine this information with data about the color of each frame (represented with the help of the DCT descriptors) via a fusion mechanism; the latter will allow the detection
of different camera activities and the identification of visually distinct video fragments produced when a
moving camera follows a moving object. Last but not least, based on the feedback from the pilot testing
regarding the appropriateness and usability of the extracted keyframes/thumbnails of the video, we plan
to extend the video fragmentation pipeline by integrating an analysis step for a) filtering-out blurred or
blank keyframes, and ii) selecting keyframes that satisfy particular users’ needs (e.g. keyframes showing
intense activity or depicting an as wide as possible instance of a captured scene).
We also presented a developed deep multi-task learning method for video concept detection. The reported experiments reveal the usefulness of fine-tuning a deep network by directly learning the relations
between many task models (one per concept) in combination with the concept correlations that can be
captured from the ground-truth annotation. Based on these findings we will further extend our DMTL LC
method in order to scale for more concepts, and we will improve its detection accuracy. We also aim to
reduce the needed processing time for both training and classification phase, by replacing the current
two-sided network with a single-side one.
The evaluations presented in this deliverable serve as valuable benchmarks so that we can measure
the further improvement in our approaches achieved by the next milestone, when we hope to report
on further improved story detection, social media extraction and annotation, and video annotation - all
supporting the journalist in their search for appropriate online video materials for news exploration and
reporting.
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Appendix A: Story detection evaluation
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Figure 16: Story detection on 19 June 2017.
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Figure 17: Story detection on 20 June 2017.
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Figure 18: Story detection on 21 June 2017.
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Figure 19: Story detection on 22 June 2017.
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Figure 20: Story detection on 23 June 2017.
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Appendix B: Social media extraction evaluation

Figure 21: Queries and their evaluation for the current approach on 13 June 2017.
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Figure 22: Queries and their evaluation for the proposed approach on 13 June 2017.

Figure 23: Queries and their evaluation for the current approach on 10 May 2017.
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Figure 24: Queries and their evaluation for the proposed approach on 10 May 2017.
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